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Introduction 



From the initial settlement of Canada in Nova 

Scotia to the present day, a wide range of Canadian writing 

has addressed itself to the problem of Canadian identity: 

what spiritual qualities, many Canadian litterateurs 

ultimately ask, are distinctly and uniquely Canadian? A 

major motif of Canadian literature, then, is the search for 

the essenC8 of Canadian culture. Perhaps the classic 

nineteenth~century example of a work of literature which 

addresses itself to this problem is Susanna Moodie's 

Roughin"g It;., i,lLthe Busll (1852). 

It in the B1J.§h, howeiTer, is only the 

progenitor of a long line of Canadian poems, novels and 

essays which consider, either directly or indirectly, the 

problem of Canadian identityo Confederation in 1867, for 

instance, inspired some major, as well as minor, literary 

writings which attempt to characterize the new Dominionl • 

Such a vT01:k is Chal~les G., D;' Roberts' In :Q.;Lvers_ Tones 
. , 

(1887), a book of poems which has been hailed as the first 

wholly Canadian worl{ of Ii tera ture 2 ., Furthermore, the 

literature of the period immediately follm.T1ng the publication 

of J1l.Jliv~J:fL.T9~, particularly of the span of time from 

1880 to circa 1920 \o1h1ch is considered in the pI'esent 'I;,ork, 

1 
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demonstrates a widespread awareness of the problem of 

Canadian identity. The present thesis, therefore, addresses 

itself to a selection of turn of the century Canadian 

literature which demonstrates a consistent pattern of 

qualities that the writers of the day discern to be 

distinctly Canadian. 

By far the most prominent single feature of Canada 

which challenged imaginative writers to examine the nature 

of their new Canadian experience was the vast land itse1f~ 

The Canadian land -- its wildernesses, forests and rivers --

is the major indigenous in~luence on Canadian writing even 

to today. Discussing the period immediately follmving upon 

Confederation, Northrop Frye, a major Canadian literary 

critic of international influence, says, 

The mystique of Canadianism vlaS 000 specifically 
the cultural accom~animent of Confederation and the 
imperialistic mood that follO"ived i t~. But it came so 
suddenly after the pioneer period that it was still 
full of wilderness 0 •• In the Canadas, even in the 
Mari times, the frontier w'as all around one, a part 
and condition of one's whole imaginative being. 
The frontier was what separated the Canadian, 
physically or mentally, from Great Britain, from 
the United States, and, even more important, from 
other Canadian communities. Such a frontier was the 
immediate datum of his [the Canadian's] imagination~ 
the thing that had to be dealt with first3 0 

It is the Canadian land which presents a unique experience 

to Canadianso It is, as we shall see demonstrated in the 

primary material which is presented in this theSis, the 

imaglnative response to the Canadian land '·lhic!1 essentially 

defines the Canadian identity •. Traditionally in Canadian 
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literature, as well, the land is the major metaphor for the 

qualities which are seen as uniquely Canadian" 

The present "fOrk, far from examintng the effect of 

the Canadian land on the Canadian imagination throughout 

Canadian literary history, deliberately focuses on a 

detailed analysis of Canadian literature from 1880 to circa 

1920 for a definite reason: with the exception of the 

wide-ranging, but necessarily sketchy, ~iterary History of 

~anada, the turn of the century is a much neglected period 

of Canadian literature. Such important critical surveys as 

Desmond Pacey's Crf3atiY§~"l!Jr;!._tJng in Canada and Douglas 

Jones r recent B,utteT'fly QP Rock almost completely ignore all 

but the Confederation poetry of this period. The dearth of 

specific critical writing on the period from 1880 to 1920 

is rather unfortunate. Nor is it justified: in at least 

two major fields of literary activity, criticism and 

'. fiction4~ the period under discussion is productive of a 

vast amount of material, much of it worth consideration on 

an academic levele This thesis, therefore, will examine the 

criticism and fiction of the time in order to determine the 

creative Ca.nadian attitude toward the important Canadian 

topics of identity and lando Poetry will not be considered 

for two reasons~ It has been extensively examined by 

critics already; also, space will not allow its inclusion in 

the present \·lOrk. 

Chapter one is a consideration of critical articles 
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published in Canadian periodicals in the late nineteenth 

and, in one case, early twentieth centuries. The magazines 

under review are all Toronto-located endeavours: The 

Qanadian Monthl:! (1872-1878), The W.e~ (1883-1896), and 

The Canadian 11.@..,gazine (1893~1939) e The material of these 

magazines is examined in some detail in order to demonstrate 

the attitude of native Canadian critical vlriters tm'lard 

their own literature. An advantage gained by considering 

the periodical contributions of the day is the insight into 

the popular and contemporary culture ,,,hich an examination of 

only "high" literature i'lauld not necessarily disclose .. 

There was, furthermore, a strong indigenous culture in Canada 

at the turn of the centuryo As Roy Daniells says in his 

lamentably short commentary on these magazines, IIvlhat needs 

to be re-asserted in any study of nineteenth-century Canada 

is the primacy and autonomy of cultural tradition at that 

timell?o The opening chapter of the thesis, then, considers 

the conscious native commentaries on Canadian life and 

letters of the daYe Indeed, the whole of the. present thes:Ls 

is an examination of some aspects of what Daniells calls 

the late nineteenth century lIeul tu~ral traditiontl in Canada G 

Chapter two also considers critical writings, those 

of John Daniel Logan and LavJrsn Harris e It is hoped that, 

by complementing the more popular writings of chapter one 

,-,i th the ",ark of t,,,,,o more important Ii terary figure s, a 

comprehensive view of the topic "J:tll be afforded" Lmn~en 



Harris·needs no introduction as a. major Canadian painter of 

the IlGroup of Seven".. He is also, hm"ever, a poet 

(Contrasts, 1922) and an art critic.. Interspersed throughout 

the paintings in the 1969 Macmillan publication, IJavIren 

Harri!1, are many of Hn.rris' ovm critical comments. These 

passages are examined in th:ts '-Tork in relation to the themes 

of identity and land.. Lm.,rren Harris crystallizes a major 

Canadian a tti tude tmvard the land. 

John Daniel Logan, on the other hand, is not as 

well-known a writer.. He is primarily a Canadian literar;r 

critic who wrote from the early 1900's to his death in 

1929.. Author of many articles contributed to various North 

American periodicals, notably to Th~ Qanadian Magazine, 

Logan also "Irote ll.:!.g;h\lTCi.Y.§. of Canadian Literature _ (1924), an 

unjustly-forgotten, and rather stimulating, survey of 

Canadian literature" In chapter two, the material from these 

works ,,,hich is relevant to the topic at hand is considered" 

Chapter three takes a major step from the critical 

material (1.'lhich is at Ol1e remove from the literature itself) 

to the actual imaginative fiction of the period. By 

considering three novels, The I~alill (1904), Flovler of 

the North (1912), and A Search for America (1927), which are 

representative of, respectively, the novel of social 

manners, the popular romance and the "epic" mode of fiction~ 

the imaginative depiction of Canadian life is examinedo 

These three novels provide a reliable conspectus of both 
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major Canadj.an fiction and also of the popular romance of 

the North.. They offer a fine indication of Canadian 

novelists' attitudes tovrard the distinctiveness ,cDr 'the1>r new 

Canadian life e A Search for America, hovlever, presents an 

apparent problem: it was published in 1927, beyond the 

chronological bounds of the thesiso Although the novel was 

published at this late date, it was, as Grove himself says, 

" •• e during the last thirty-tHo years (,J eo. written and 

re -'<1'ri tten eight times 116; lLSearch for Ameriq.S1" then, 

recounts adventures which took place, and attitudes which 

were formed, well within the chronological limits of this 

thesiso It presents, moreover, the major account in 

Canadian fiction of the imaginative movement tovmrd the 

realization of the essence of the Canadian IIspirit" ( I use 

the word here, as elsewhere in the theSiS, in its widest 

sense)o It is fitting, then, that the novel which caused its 

author so many years of frustrating ,,,ork should conclude a 

thesis which ranges widely over forty years of Canadian 

\"ri ting (1880-1920) "in search of 11 the distinctivness Glin.that 

writing .. 



Chapter One 



This is the beauty 
of strength 
broken by strength 
and still strong I 

But here (in the North] is peace, and again 
That something comes by flashes 
Deeper than peace -- a spell 
Golden and inapellable 
That gives the inarticulate part 
Of our strange being one moment of release 
That seems more native than the touch of time, 
And \ve must ans\"er in chi.me; 
Though yet no man may tell 
The secret of that spell 
Golden and inapellable.. 2 

For ",ri ters in Canada the primary fact of imaginative 

life has been the presence of tbe vast and unfamiliar 

Canadian land, a wilderness which a resident of Canada 

cannot simply ignore.. Many major Canadian a~tists and 

critics have accepted the challenge ,.;hich the a\lle-inspiring 

land presents to respond honestly and individually to ito 

Much Canadian writing is an attempt to come to terms with 

the land in order that art might properly express life as 

it is lived in Canada.. The influence of the land on the 

Canadian imagination, then, is a central factor in the 

development of Canadian culture o 

7 
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In turn of the century literary periodicals from 

Toronto, the topic of the land's impact on the creative 

imagination in Canada receives much discussion. In the 

late·nineteenth century, of course, there was a definite 

optimism among Canadi~ns that their newly-formed nation 

worild develop into a strong country. The periodical essays 

of the day give adequate expression to this hope. With 

the extension of the Canadas tmvard the largely-unsettled 

west, as well, there was a consequent resurgence of interest 

in the land itself and in its possible ultimate influences 

on Canadian life. Many essays in periodical magazines of 

the time talce up the theme of the land and consider its 

effects on life, and art, in Canada e The present chapter 

will examine many of these articles in order to study the 

vlidespread popular attitudes tm.Jard the lando By conSidering 

a broad range .of these essays, it is intended that the 

importance of a common topic, the land, among Canadian men 

of letters will be realized o In their eagerness to discover 

something which was wholly Canadian, these writers did the 

service of initiating considerable discussion of the 

seminal influence of the wilderness in their culturee They 

set the stage, so to speal<:, for a long-lasting Canadian 

pre~·occupation \ITith the land and its effect on Canadian 

culture 0 It is intended that the discussion of these essays 

will 3hmV' the cultural climate of the time in Canadc.o 

Three litel'ary periodicals published in Toronto In 
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the late nineteenth, and early twentieth, centuries will be 

examined in this chapter. These are The Canadian MonthlY 

(1872-i878), The i"leek (1883-1896), and The Canadi9-n Magazin~ 

(1893-1939). It is important to notice that these three 

periodicals present a comprehensive picture of the Canadian 

literary scene of their time 3. It will be demonstrated, 

as well, that there is a common attitude among the periodical 

contributo!~s tOvTard the land. As they direct attention to 

what they regard as the salient features of their Canadian 

enVir01TIfient, the critics present aspects of Canadian life 

and letters which they themselves consider to be important 

in their mvn cuI ture ~ qualities of 1:1 fe "Thieh give Canadians 

a culture 'I"rhich is uniquely their mvn. 

The initial and primary element of the Canadian 

experi.ence, that feature \·;hich must be studied before all 

others, is the effect of the land on the culture. Roy 

Daniells states in the ~iteraIT ):Ii s tQX.Y of Canad{! that "then, 

as nmv, the geological, geog.raphj.cal, topographic and lyric 

features of the Canadian landscape \'Tere the fundamental 

facet s of Canadian life" 4. The critics of the pe riod m;l<1.er 

study recognize that the land is the primary "facet tl of 

their Canadian life. Many of them accepted the challenge 

to respond spontaneously tOIJTarcl the land itself and tmvard 

its effects on Canadian literature o 

One eminent critic of the period "'ho substantiates 

Daniells t assertion that Canadians hEtVe al\lrays been m·lare of 
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their land in defining their culture, is James Cappon. 

Throughout his vTOrk, Cappon discusses the. various influences 

of the land on the Canadian artist. In his book on Charles 

G. D .. Roberts, for instance, he asserts that Canada "is a 

land of great scenes ::.nd magnificent physical features 

which dominate the imagination and form the mental vision 

which Canadians h~ve of their country far more than the 

h ' t f h 't' II r::' 1sory 0 er Cl les eo. ). By minimizing the urban 

environment as an influence in Canadian life, Cappon is 

consisten't '1ilith much Canadian literature 6. By emphasizing 

the influence of the rural scene on the Canadian imagination, 

he recognizes that the vast and still unlrnmvn wilderness 

II creates" (in a vlordsVTorthian sense) tbe most important 

qualities of Canadian culture. 

Cappon does not merely generalize his appreciation 

of the impact of the land on the Canadian im~gination6 He 

states Quite clearly that the land is a major source of 

inspiration in Canadian writ)ng. Nature, he says, II remains 

the grand resource of our·poets, and Canadian anthologies 

positively burn with the aspiration to render fittingly the 

phys ical glorie s of the C01.U1try, the great mountain range s 

and prairie, the forest solitudes, the great lakes and the 

rivers that could almost carry the old-time voyageur from 

ocean to ocean" 7. Although the reader of today may smile 

at a phrase like Ilold-time voyageur ll
, Cappon does mal{e an 

important point in this passage: it j.s nothing less than 
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the vast mystery of the Canadian wilds which is the SOtlrCe 

of much Canadian vlriting" It is, furthermore, the "elusive" 

quality of the land (in that Canadians had not yet fully 

comprehended the "spirit" _ .. in a mystical sense -~ of their 

land) that haunts the Canadian imagination, demanding 

expression" It is no small irony that such a statement 

should be made in an important initial study of Charles Go 

Do Roberts, IIfather" of Canadian poetry" Cappoh has very 

definitely placed the impact of the Canadian land on the 

imagination at the headwaters of Canadian literature" 

In \vhat is otheI'l,vise a primarily sociological book, 

Canadian Natiol1alit;y: (1906), Ho Fe Bathe'Hay demonstrates 

some a'Vrareness of the metaphorical aspects of the virile 

land in the creative vlriting of his fellOi.,j-Canadians" He 

states that the strength of the Canadian land creates a 

corresponding vir iIi ty of soul 8 in mano Hathevlay mal(es 

this statement rather naively. Yet he has touched on an 

important aspect of the Can~~ian land's effect on men, 

namely that the rugged quality of the land creates an echo 

of masculinity in the human soul" The result of this 

influence is a conception of virtue with a prerequisite 

quality of virility; this "quality of viril~Ltyll comes 

initially from the Canadian land \'lhich gives to the survivor 

a "spirit" hardy enough to endure even purely pbysical 

trials. The land, itself, then, has a direct impact upon 

the formation of the Canadian "charEtcter fl
" 
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In one felicitous sentence, Bliss Carman establishes 

that human and natural forces do intera.ct and that, in 

Canada, the primary quality of the land Ivhich affects men 

is its virility: 

There is in reality a pm..rer in Nature to rest and 
console us; but fe\·, are so strong as to be able 
to rely on that lonely beneficence & 9 

It must be admitted, of course, that Carman \'lC18 an avowed 

"transcendentalist II 'liTho found spiritual presences in nature e 

Perhaps this fact accounts for his insistence throughout his 

work that human and natural forces do become associated 

vrith eacb other in what amounts to a mythical identification 

of natural 'vi th human qualities e He also points out, 

hm'lever, that intimate contact 'liJith the Canadian land gives 

an apparent strength of soul to the creative individual 

who dares to respond honestly and personally to that land. 

And Bliss Carman stands at the forefront of the mainstream 

of Canadian poet s '''ho ,,,rite in the IIromantie 11 mode 0 

A few contributors to the Toronto periodicals at 

the turn of the century transmuted the quality of vi~ility 

which we have beeri discussing into a metaphor of Canada as 

a young man. James DeNille, for instance, himself an 

important literary figure beyond his status as a periodical-

contributor, state s that "everYI,·lhere (in Post -Confederation 

Canada] \\Te see the vigour and buoyancy of youth II 10 .. 

Granted, this is an expression of Post-Confederation 

optDaism and nationalism. The interesting feature of 
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DeH,ille 1 S statement, however, is the diction: he speaks of 

a youthful "vigourll -~ an energy ~- \'T11ich will carry Canada 

to the completion of important deeds. 

DeMille 1 s comparison of Canada·to a strong youth is 

not a singular instance at the time o The editor (in 1903) 

of The Canadian l1.M.@zi11.El writes a peculiar book-rE}vievr of 

Hickman 1 s novel, §hanll®., in which he says that Hickman's 

characters are "typicallyll Canadian. By I1typicallyll Canadian, 

the editor means that the characters are " e .. • unconventional, 

athletic~ strong-minded, fond of the open air, energetic and 

thoroughbred" 11. The claim that Canadians as characters 

in novels are "unconventional ll 
(' ... ·hich suggests, by European 

standards) and energetic is curious; the statemenJG recalls 

the sense of energy which DeHille attributes to the Canadian 

charactere 

Even the redoubtable Charles Mail', poet, political 

agitator and enthusiastic supporter of the "Canada Firstll 

movement, shortly after Confederation, speaks of Canada as 

a youth.. At the height of his policital activity, in 1875, 

Hair published a t"w'o-part article in T~ Hontl}~y 

called liThe New Canada".. In his emotional concluSion, he 

says that Canada Itstands like a youth upon the threshold of 

his life, clear~eyec1, clear~headed, muscular and strong" 12
0 

Charles Hair is only the most Significant, of many? litera.ry 

figures -vrho describe'$ Canada as a youth '!.:lith a grea.t 

strength and a faith in the futurae It is the Canadian land 
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itself, at times rugged and ah1ays virile, "'hich commands a 

strong resp0nse from the creative artist if he wishes to 

capture the essence of the Canadian experience. Mair, then, 

touches on a fundamental impression of the Canadian land, 

one of which he makes much in the course of his essay, "The 

New Canada "" 

"The N9Iv Canada" is an extended consideration of 

Canada in contrast to the United States of America" Hair 

makes his aversion for a moral degradation vlhich he perceived, 

long before many others, in America quite clear: 

These arB the more noticeable vices and 
defects of their social and political system 
[llcivil disobedience" and the like], "lith ,{hich 
most of us have long been familiar" But underlying 
them is a fouler ulcer than humanity would willingly 
believe, and a prevalent and extending vice, \1hich 
:ls rapidly converting the human economy of the 
Republic into a vast ~tl...1JS siccus of pruriency 
and diseasec 00& Robust and perfectly healthy 
national life is fast dying out, and republican 
simplicity is a thing of the past o .. ~ An universal 
desire for a life of luxury and self~indu1gence 
(exists] " 13 

Hair perceives an effeminiza_tiol1 of American society going 

011 which saps moral strength and integrity from the Republice 

He turns from it in disgusto 

And in re ject ing the moral "disease" of the U 0 So A'1 , 

Mail" instinctively turns to Canada, a strong youth emerging 

into national manhood. "Talk of annexation to such a state 

of things as this F' (the U 0 Sf) A.), he asks, IIThere is not 

one fibre of our moral or intellectual nature which does 
~L 

not revolt at the coarse and nmlorthy suggestiontl J_Lf 0 Strong 



words, to be suree But strong words which display an 

energy to remain above such degeneration." Canada "has a 

l~ 

history to make, a national sentiment to embody, and a 

national idea to carry' out" 15 0 Mail' speaks the patriotic 

emotions and idealistic aspirations of a country which 

\vould stand on its o",n inner strength in order to create a 

high ideal for men. He himself "embodies" a "national 

sentiment" of his daYe 

Caught up in the glory and nobility of his country's 

destiny, Mair concludes "The :He,·r Canada" in a highly-

emotional manner.: 

And what a noble heritage it is before them 
(Canadians]! An atmosphere of crystal, a climate 
suited above all others" to develop the broad 
shoulder, the tense muscle, and the clear brain, 
and \v-hich '''ill bu:tld up the mogt herculean and 
robust nation upon earth eD. 1 

Again, Charles Mair articulates a people to itself. It is 

the rugged northern climate of Canada "'hich 1,1ill develop 

the high human qualities of \·rhich Hair speaJ~s 0 The 

demanding Canadian land is creating a ne\" breed of men in 

Mair's time who will surpass all others in physical and 

moral strength" Here is the IImyth of Canadian virtue" 

crystallized in one short articlfJ; Canadians are developing 

a moral superiority over other nations because of the fact 

that they must give more in order to merely surviveo "The 

New Canada"~ then, pinpoints the moral effect of the land 

in Canadian lifee 
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Mair realizes that such a strong influence on 

Canadian life as the land must also effect artistic expression 

in Canads o He speaks of the extension of the myth into 

Canadian culture this way, 

One of its [ehe national sentlment's] signs is 
the grm'lth of a national literature 0 This, to be 
characteristic, must taste of the wood, and be the 
genuine product of the national imaginatj_on and 
invention~ 17 

Again, it is the Canadian land which gives the original 

impetus to a creative artist to express his experiences o 

The noble Canadian "climate", of 'v~ich Nair speaks in the 

conclusion to his essay, purifies Canadian artistic 

expression of its EUl'opean and American "dregs" (so Mail' 

would thj_nk)" The result, as far as Hair can see, is a 

higher art which expresses the nobler virtues of the 

Canadian race" Mail', then, neatly crystallizes the mythical 

effects of the Canadian land on the Canadian character and 

art& The rest of this chapter will examine the extension of 

thls myth of nobler virtue in Canadian art" 

Just as writers find a morally-purifying effect in 

the impact of the land on man, so too do the literary critics 

discern an ennobling process at work in Canadian literature 

which has its source in the land" An interesting feature 

common to most of these arttclos critical of creative 

Canadian writing is their almost exclusive consideration of 

poetryc Such a stress on p()etry "laS only natural at the 

time a~ II:ln the decD.des fol1ouing Confederal~ion the supreme 



art in Canada was poetry~ l8 e Fiction had become widely 

practised in Canada only after cirea 1890 19. It is not 

with the poetry itself that this chapter concerns itself, 

hm"ever, but rather with the critical appreciation of the 

poetry by the periodical contributors of the day 0 
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In an article on Duncan Campbell Scott, Pelham Edgar 

explores the characteristics of the land in Scottts poetry" 

Edgar says that Scott's "forests ••• retain eo •. something 

of their primeval awe & o. (and their) strength and beauty 

untarnished since the birth of time" 20" Here, Edgar 

touches on the general exalting effect of the land on a 

v!riter's moral imagination" A sense of lfuntarnished.1I purity 

overvlhelms a creative spirit in contact ",ith the Canad:lan 

land~ Edgar sees in Scott's poetry a suggestion that the 

land has a purifying effect on the imaginationo In the 

passage, as well, Edgar seems to discover an association 

betvleen strength B.nd beauty, a link which many Canadian 

writers and painters noticec In his article on D. Co Scott, 

then~ Edgar touches on at least two important metaphorical 

as socia tions vIi thin Canadian culture: he finds the source 

of a noble morality in the Canadian land; and he associates 

beauty with strengthe The very masculine quality of the 

land, therefore, becoaes the metaphorical focus for both 

beauty and morality, forming a tight association of Canadian 

land, morality and beaut yo 

Becans(31 James Cappon is a major cr:ttic of the period 
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under study in this thesis, his comments on the moral impact 

of the Canadian land on its inhabitants' imaginations are 

worth examining. In his book, Ch§.rl.~s G~~oberts (1925), 

an elaboration on a 1905 essay of hls ovrn 21, Cappon says 

of Arthur Stringer, "it is a poet of today whcl describes 

with enthusiasm the free yet purifying atmosphere of the 

North-l,vest" 22. Cappon touches on at least tvlO major 

features of the Canadian's imaginative response to the land, 

those of freedom and purity. Cappon admits, then, that the 

land has a moral effect on man o O~ one point, hovlev.er, I 

must qualify Cappon's statement: his phrase, ufree YET 

purifyingfl, suggests that the Canadian North-~iJest is morally 

uplifting .irL.lill.il§~f. its freedom" It becomes apparent in 

Canadian literature, h01tT8ver, that it is because the "aiI'" 

is free that it is morally good o I mention this point only 

because it becomes important later in the thesis: Sara 

Jeannette Duncan t s Th& ImI?§.ria:p st and Frederick Philip 

Grove t s A Seal:ch fQ..~~ Am_er?~c;?-, demonstrate the process of 

discovering moral good through the freedom generated by the 

experience of the Canadian lando 

The critical awareness of the purifying effect of 

the land on man appears also in articles critical of Canadian 

art 1",hich are found in the Toronto periodicals under study ~ 

One of the finest of these articles is Ju Mo McCallum 1 s 

IiTom Thomson: Painter of the North 11 23" In Thorrrson t s 

painting, HcCallum finds a IItruthfulness it 0 £ a feeling • f} 0 
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and",sympathy Vlith the grim fascinating northland" 24-. 

McCallum discovers that certain moral overtones result from 

Thomson's complete dedication to the North. The moral 

effect of the land on imagination, of course, has been 

studied already in the present chapter. In his one felicitous 

phrase, "grim fascinating northland ll , how'ever, McCallum 

cuts through to the heart of the Canadian's experience of 

the lando The Canadian North both attracts and repels those 

whose spirits would attempt to understand it. The land is 

both enemy and lover to the creative artisto It is this 

terrible fascination ",ith a "spirit" in the land "'hich is 

so indifferent to, yet so apparently sympathetic with, the 

human condition \>1hich accounts for the Canadian preoccupation 

with the land. Although HcCallum may not have admitted it, 

he really identifies Thomson ,\-lith the land in a mythical 

fashion: "the north country", McCallum states, tlgradually 

enthralled him [Thomson] body and soul" 25" As HcCallum 

sees it, then~ Thomson allovled himself to become one ",ith 

the mysterious I'presence" in the Canadian 19.nd, in all :Lts 

paradoxical qualities, as many Canadian artists do .. As the 

study of 1m-Tren Harris later in the thesis ",tIl demonstrate, 

the identity of an artist's imagination with the Canadian 

land leads to a specifically Canadian ~~ and generally 

ennobling --art. It is this same close association Vlhich 

Hair envisages to be at the heart of a Canadian 'Inati,:)nal " 

11teratllre" 
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Just as the land has a morally-uplifting effect on 

the imagination, so too does it have its strengthening 

impact on Canadian art itself. Bliss Carman offers an 

important comment on this phenomenon" Whereas in I!~rhe 

Friendship of Nature It Carman points out that natural v:lr:tlity 

is a metaphor for a similar moral quality in man, in "Of 

Vigour", he suggests that natural "vigourll has an aesthetic 

counterpart 0 In this latter essay, Carman states that the 

infusion of art with the vigour of the natural world 

"perfects" 26 art.. There is a suggestion in this passage 

that the virility of the land is the actual source of "life" 

in arto Not only does the land "create" a high conception 

of morality in men, but also it is an actual inspiration for 

art in Canada" 

In another article on a specific Canadian painter, 

the same avrareness of the masculine qualities of the land 

influencing art recurs. To Go Marquis, an eminent critic, 

historian and bibliographer and author of the essay 

If Canadian Literatul"e ll in volmne hlelve of C0m~Q.-illld_It~. 

Provtnceji uses diction "Thich is similar to HcCallum 1 s \.fhen 

he describes lIThe Art of Paul 'iJicksonl!. Harquis goes to 

great lengths to point out the "masculine directness of 

brush 't\fork, [the] technical vigour" 27. of vJickson 1 s art 

with much the same vocabulary as other critics have used in 

discussing the Canadian land itselfo 

It :Ls J 0 :l'.fo HcCallum' s arti.clEl? "Tom Thomson: Pa:lnter 
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of the North", hmvever, which best outlines the myth of 

Canadian virtue as it affects the actual aesthetic qualities 

of Canadian art. liThe .o~ quiet, hidden strength, confidence 

and resource of the voyageur", HcCallmn states, "shm.,[s) 

itself in the surety :)f handling in his (Thomson's) work" 28. 

Again, McCallum strikes through to the heart of the matter: 

he recognizes the dynamic effect of the "grim fascinating 

northland lion Thomson r s art "'hich "quietlytl strengthens the 

painter's brush-strokes. (Modern criticism of Thomson's 

painting ~ it might be noted briefly, stresses the bold, 

vigorous brush stroke which characterizes so much of his 

finest work) 0 As IvlcCallum suggests, Thomson experienced 

the masculine strength of a rugged land \'lhich demanded a 

strong man to respond to ito 

To demonstrate hOvT universally accepted the 

association between land and strength is in Canada, I ",ould 

refer to the poem which has become the "national anthem", 

o Canadao I recognize that~his is an excursion outside the 

domain of the periodical essay; the popularity, and the 

complex hi.story of the song over eighty~five years, hmvever, 

justifies the side=tripe Origlnally written in French by 

Sir Adolphe-Basil Routhier in 1882, 0 Canada 'I,IlaS freely 

translated into English in 1908 by Dro Stanley Weir and set 

to music by Calixa Lavallee (the versj.on which Canadians 1101 .. 1 

sing)" Uan~ contai~s much that is characteristically 

IfCanadian" ., It is intensely ironic, therefore, that the 



Canadian Parliament has not yet finally proclaimed it 

Canada's National Anthem. Ringing with high patriotism 
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and loyalty, 0 Capada repeats ma.ny times the line, tiThe true 

North, strong and free tl • In this one line is crystallized 

much that the present thesis has discussed: morality and 

freedom are vi tally cOTl-nected ,,;i th the Canadian northland 

and its strel1gthe The very masculine quality of the Canadian 

land, as it is suggested in 0 Canada 1 creates a note of 

high morality which runs throughout the ~ntheme It is 

important, furthermore, that Canadians should come to write 

such poetry in ~he 1880's, and continue to be inspired by 

o Canadll as late as 1908, and even today.. The fact that 

Canadians today appaI'ently wish to establish 0 Canada as their 

national anthem attests to the continuing awareness of the 

noble strength of their Candian land, and of the role of 

that la.nd in forming the Canadian character.' 

In his essay, entitled simply "Literature", \'To Ae 

Fraser summarizes the moral and aesthetic effects of the 

mascul:i.ne Canadian land on the imaginatiol1o Of Canadian 

poets, Fraser says, II our' poets must be strong and truthful ll29 ; 

of Canadian fiction vlriters, he states that "their \'10rl( is 

clean and "Tholesome and virile" 30 • Both of these statements 

demand a high moral integrity of Canadian v.l1"1 ters. Both 

suggest the strength which is necessary for moral nohilityo 

Fraser further unites the seminal features which this 

chapter discusses: 



\'1e are strong, rugged people e Our country is 
great in its God-given strength -- its masculine 
beauty ."e strength3:r.egets Truth, and Truth makes 
Strength God-like. 

Here is the myth of Canadian virtue expounded again: the 
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interplay of human ,,,ith nat.ural forces creates a unique type 

of virtue in Canada. The resultant conception of virtue is 

distinct because the Canadian land -- which is singular in 

its characteristics -- affects the moral sensibilities of 

Canadians~ As Mair insists, and as Fraser outlines, the 

virtue which is developed in Canada is superior to that in 

Europe and Americao 
--

The material of the first chapter up to this point 

has demonstrated that the effect of the Canadian land in 

shaping Canadian virtue 'Has a topic of considerably 

widespread discussion in turn of the century periodicals" 

The views which the critics present in their' writings present 

a picture of the cultural climate of the time9 A discussion 

of modern appreciations of ~)e role of the land in forming 

the Canadian imagination will complete a chapter which 

attempts to take an overvie,,, of the topico 

In late 1970, Clarke IrHin published lfljJ.dgrnes.§. 

Q,gn,g.Qa, an impr8ssj.ve collection of photography of, and 

articles on, the Canadian 'Itlilderness. The book's popularity 

attests to the fact that Canadians, even todrq~ are ,.d.t;ally 

interested in their land 0 Of the impact of the Canadian 

land on its people! s imagina t:lon; Fred Bodm'!orth saYg ~ 
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II " " ., the Canadian land has shaped the spirit and nature of 

its people much more than Canadians, up to no,,,, have reshaped 

their land" 32" That Canadians have certainly altered their 

landscape in reality is not importantw Bodsworth touches 

on a popular Canadian attitude" In his "Conclusion ll to the 

1i te1:..~1:Ll!J...§.t..9ry of Q.anadCl:., hovJever, Northrop Frye recognize s 

that Canadians have~ indeed, altered their lande Yet Frye 

agrees with BodSi\TOrth in stating that the land is the 

primary fact of imaginative life in Canada. 

Neverthel~ss, Bodsworth realizes the wholly practical 

effect of the lapd on the Canadian people" "Above all" he , 
asserts, II [the vlilderness) selected Canadians and moulded 

the Canadian character, for those who could adjust to the 

w:tlderness fact and its harsh demands stayed to build a 

. nation, and those ,,,ho couldnlt make the adjustrn~ntwent 

els8'\'-1h6re II 33" This is a self ~evident polnt; to be sure., 

The implications of such a statement, however, are rather 

far--reaching, for it sugge st_s that the IIhar8h II Canadian 

ivilderness moulds a nevI breed of men distinct from Europeans; 

in short, Canadians. This "nevr ll man then begins to think in 

terms of his environment6 

Nor is the modern recognition that the land has 

played a pre-eminent role in Canadian life vTholly Ii terary ~ 

During the outraged outbursts in 1970 about the commercial 

exploitation of Ontarlots Provincial Parks, Bruce H .. 

Littlejohn states that Canadians need to recognize the 
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omn;tpresent effect of the land in their thinking: 

And "That of the flagrant abuse of this £.91"e element_ 
of our cultura]._heritage? 

We in Canada are? in large degree, formed 
by the wildernesse It has been through most of 
our history, our context and -- in some cases -
our crucible. Our truly native people, the Indians 
and Eskimos, are people of the vlliderness o And we 
are the spiritual descendants of Etienne Brule and 
David Thompson, La Verendrye and Simon Fraser, as 
well as thousands of unsung wilderness voyageurs 
and frontier far-merso Our cities and towns have 
only recently, in historical terms, grm·m from tiny 
settlements in the bushe The epic features of our 
national accomplishment have often been achieved 
against a ,.,rilderness backdrop: the French and 
Indian l,!Jar, the expansion of the fur trade, 
WoIse1ey f s march to confront Riel at Fort Garry, 
and the construction of the C e P e Re, the drm-ling 
together of small provinces into a confederation -
provinces separated by vast tracts of mountain, 
plain and foresto The presence of wild lands has 
imprinted these events with a special character 4 
''1hich is p.§culiar1..y....s;anac1ial}, and North Americano 3 

(underlinings my ov.rn) 

On the level of conservation vlriting, as vlell, then, it is 

obvious that Canadians are fully molare of the continuing 

vital effect of the wilderness on their cultureo 

It is to the modern literary appreciation of the 

significance of the land in Canadian culture~ hmvever, that 

I must return.. Perhaps the most incisive -- certainly the 

most fully=integrated -~ study of Canadian literature as a 

whole to date is Douglas Jones I Bu~teI.1.1';LQIL Rock (1970) e 

A highly stimulating, and generally illuminating, consideration, 

Butterfly o~ cuts through to the heart of the Canadian 

exper:i.ence: the land 0 Jane s formulate s an e labo~('a te, and 

usually convincing, argument that the land is the central 

psychological and imaginative feature of most Canadian 
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poetry and fictione Jones' second chapter, "Eve.in 

De JectionH , propounds the basic elements of the author t s 

thesise ·As the title of the chapter suggests, the major 

forces under consideration are the human and natural.. These 

are the two major forces, surely, which are ultimately 

essential in the impetus t01varcl imaginative expression in 

generalo The niceties of Jones' thesis do not concern us 

here& Let it suffice to demonstrate that Jones considers 

the land's effect to be fundamental to the whole Canadian 

literary imaginatione liThe land", he asserts in his 

introduction, "is associated ',lith the most vital elements 

in the lives of [many Canadian fictional] characters II 35; 

and again, lithe life of the land has been central to the 

experience of most Cana.dians and to the literature 1;lhich 

reflects their experience fl 36• And from the recognition of 

the land as the central fact of Canadian culture (the lIRockl! 

of Jones' title), Jones proceeds to elaborate on Canadian 

literary expression (the "Butterflyll)o 

In any scholarly consideration of Canadian literature 

Northrop Frye must ultimately be consulted.. Since at least 

1960, Frye has written important articles for various 

anthologies and publications "'hich today are recognized as 

central essays of Canadian criticisffi o In March of 1971, 

Frye collected his Canadian essays into ~G~§n. The 

book marks a return to Canadian criticism for Frye after 

three years of formal silence on the subject" As Frye 

concludes f'hg Bush~rden 1'lith a re~pnblication of his 
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"Cop.clusion" to the Literary History of Canada, I ,\<7ill 

complete my discussion of modern critics with a quotation 

from the same: 

From the deer and fish of Isabella Crav,ford I s 
'~The Canoe 11 to the frogs and toads in Layton, 
from the white narcissus of Knister to the 
night.-blooming cereus of Reaney, everything that 
is central in Canadian writing seems to be 
marked by the imminence of the natural ivorld .. 37 

It is generally recognized that Frye understands the 

Canadian imagination very well o In the passage quoted, Frye 

not only demonstrates the complex nature of the psychological 

and imaginative responses to the Canadian land, but also 

. places the fact of the land at the heart of Canadian 

imaginative expression o When such eminent literary critics 

as Douglas Jones and Northrop Frye are joined by more 

popular w'ri tel's like 1i ttle john and Bodsi'Torth in as serting 

the seminal role of the land in shap:tng the Canadian 

imagination, the student of Canadian literature realizes 

that the Canadian land is a vital influence all. Canadian 

·culture. 

From the contributors to turn of the century 

Toronto periodicals to major critics of Canadian literature 

today, a strong and vlidespread mvareness exists that the 

Canadian land has been a prj.mary influence on the Canadian 

imagination. The periodical essa"s 11hich have been examined 

in the present chapter demonstrate an appreciation of the 

land's effect on man in many ways: the direct influence of 

the land on the human spirit; the irr'pact of the land on 
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moral and aesthetic qualities of creative Canadian writing; 

and the implications of these influences in the formation of 

a wholly distinct cultural expression in Canadao This 

"myth of Canadian virtue" which results from the land's 

influence on man, then, forms part of Canadiar:. culture at 

the popular, magazine levele 

In the consideration in this chapter of the 

periodical essay at the turn of the century, an attempt has 

been made to examine as many facets as possible of the 

influence of the land on the culturee By ranging widely 

over many types of essays, it is hoped that a "cultural 

climate" has been given vThich will form a background for the 

specific considerations which follow& 



Chapter Two 



One can almost guarantee that two months in 
our North Country of direct experience in creative 
living in art "rill bring about a very marked change 
in the attitude of any creative individual. 

It will bring him an inner release and freedom 
to adventure 0n his own that is well-nigh impossible 
amid the insistencies and superficialities of 
Europe 0 I 

.~. Two Canadian men of letters of the early twentieth 

century, each writing in a somewhat different sphere of art, 

demonstrate considerable influence in their worlrs of the 

land itselfo John Daniel Logan (1869-1929), eminently a 

literary historian, and Lavlren Harris (1885-1970), famous 

as a painter of the I1Group of Seven", are both intimately 

affected by the Canadian lande It is men like these that 

. the periodical essayists have in mind when they write on 

the fundamental influence of the land on Canadian artistso 

The next few pages, therefore, Hill examine Logan's inter~ 

pretation of Canadian literature in the light of his 

comments on the lando To complete the chapter, Harris' 

response to the land '-Jill be studied because he touches on 

some primary qualities of the Canadian experience o 

John Daniel Logan, important contributor to The 

Q§nadian Ma£,.azine and other periodicals, and author or 
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editor of at least twelve books, is most noted for his 

High'I]'ays of Canadian Literature (1924), 'Vl.ritten in collabor~ 

ation vlith De Go Frencho IDghYl§.ys __ of Canadian Literature_ is 

a compilation of many of Logan t s earlier essays'vlhich are 

scattered throughout ~orth American periodicals 6 In the 

boOl{, Logan successfully attempts to ,,,rite the first 

"synoptic tt study of Canadian literature; if for no reason 

other than its historical importance, therefore, H1l0~Yli 

91 Canadian Literature is of interest to the student of 

Canadian literaturee As it is, the book has enough 

intrinsic merit to justify consideration in the present 

thesiso Although Logan has been unjustly neglected by later 

Canadian criticism, his essays demonstrate a comprehensive 

and organized appreciation of his Canadian literary 

heritage; his professional life, spent largely as Professor 

of English at Dalhousie University, ,,,as a focus for many 

eminent Canadian litterateurs of his daYe Also, he 

delivered lithe first series of lectures on Canadian literature 

in a Canadian university, at Acadia in 1915-1916112
$ The 

following discussion of Logan's writings will consider only 

High,·rays of Canadie.n Literature and liThe Literary Group of 

t 61 11 (found in The Cf!.r1;§ts1iilll HaJSazine for October, 1911) ,) 

To begin ,,,,ith, Logan never doubts the exlstene8 of 

a truly Canadian literature in any of his essays.. In 

High\ .. J'1:ys~.an T-,iter§l.:.:'~ure ~ for lnstance ~ he asserts 

that iioc.the fact of a Canadian Literature is presumed!!4., 
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Logants very justification for writing his book is that the 

extant Canadian literature is a good nrepresentative-of 

Canadian culture and of the Canadian creative Spil~it1l5.. It 

is this flspirit", which Logan descries in Canadian writing, 

that this chapter will explore!) 

FollmTing the author t s 01,,111 organization of HJgh,:v7C!.Y.§. 

of Canadian Lj.tera tU)'e, I ,.,ill divide Logan t s consideration 

of Canadian literature into tvro chronological sections, the 

Pre-Confederation and the Post=Confederation periods. In 

Highwgys Qf Q~~a~.Literatu~e, Logan defined the literature 

,,,hich was written by natives and permanent immigrants 

before Confederation as "Nativistic Literature ll6 ; and he 

classed literature '''hich was ,,,ritten by native-born 

Canadians after Confederation as "National Literature"?" 

These two groupings of Canadian literature become important 

in Logan's defence of the existence of a viable Canadian 

literature., 

Although he expends-some energy in the criticism of 

Ilnativistic" literature in lIi,g,hvJ{l"y2.. of Cana.dian Lite~. 

and e1se'>1her8 (for instance, he ,,,rote the Th?mafJ......Qh§.ll~ 

Hal~;rton volume of the lI11akers of Canadian Literature" 

series), Logan ultimately passes a harsh verdict on Pre

Confederation literature in "Canada ll
.. He concludes his 

consideration of Pre-Confederation literature with the 

following passage: 
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OO$In truth, then, Pre~Confederation Canadian 
Literature was essentially a transplanted Old 
World literature eoo alien to the soil of Canadian 
life, genius and ideals. It, th~refore, lacks 
real vitality, vigor and truth o.o~ 

Using" the \"ell-worn metaphor of Canadian literature as a 

transplanted tree of European culture, Logan here rejects 

Pre-Confederation literature on the grounds that it is not 

an expression natural to the Canadian land. Logan apparently 

demands a literature which is an honest response to an 

unknown environment. It is interesting, therefore, to note 

that Logan attributes the lack of "vitalitytl in Pre-

Confederation Canadian literature to its essential hypocrisy, 

its ignorance of the presence of the Canadian land. 

It is finally to Post-Confederation literature, 

then, that Logan turns to find a distinctly "Canadian" 

literary expression. Logan denies the essential "Canadian-

ness" of any literature vlritten before Canada became a 

country in 1867 9 0 Of Post-Confederation Canadian literature, 

hm'lever, Logan creates an elaborate designlO • Among many 

neat classifications, such as the division of Canadian 

criticism into four "schools" in chapter twenty-seven of 

H:tgh'''8".'l.:?.a.&", Logan determines that two literary tlrenaissances ll 

have already occurred in Canadian literature between 

Confederation and ~vorld \'Ta1' One; that of the early 1880 t s 

~= Roberts, Lampman, Carman and Do C. Scott; and that of 

the early 'teens -- 1913 and later, specifically in the 

poetry of Harjorie Pickthalle By the term "renaissanceli, 
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I take it that Logan ",ished to suggest an artistic "re-
<" 

birth" in the sense that ne.\" thoughts and forms of expression 

vTere created by a given set of authors from their common 

experience of something new, namely the Canadi.an lando 

Of the first "renaissance" in Canadian culture, 

Logan says, 

~9~ after Confederation, expression of the spiritual 
and social needs of the Great Dominion became a 
national necessitYG This expression, being born 
out of the spiritual and social needs of Canada, 
must be considered, however derivative the mere 
forms employed, as a genuine literary Renaissance. ll 

As Logan himself admits:t lli.gh\"UL~Canadiilll...Lite_tature is 

prim~rily a "synoptic ll 12 vie"T of Canadian culture 0 In the 

quoted passage, Logan outlines his reason for presuming that 

a unique Canad:tan Ii tera ture does exist 0 He finds integrity 

in much Post~Confederat:lon literature in that it grovls from 

the disttnct "spiritual and social needs" of Canada, and 

not from old ".,orld traditionso It :ls interesting to note, 

as well, that Logan finds a distinction of a moral, and not 

an aesthetic ~ nature & He recognizes n9\>1 themes in Canadian 

literature, though he does not allow for DBW formso The 

important point is, hO\lleVer ~ that JeD 0 Logan realizes that 

Canadian literature is distinct from any of its European 

progenitors 0
13 

In his consideration of the "second ll literary 

t1 rsnaissance" of PosttnConfederation Canadlan literature, 

Logan finds some suggestion of exploration of new artistic 



forms as v!ell as moral content & He speaks of a "modernity 

of theme and moral substance • ., () [and also aJ fresh 

expression of neglected or hitherto unessayed literary 

genres,,14& Canadian literature from about the beginning of 

World War One, then, satisfies Logan as a tinique and distinct 

expression of a country I>,ho11y different from all other 

nations 0 For Logan, Canadians~:possess a viable culture 

"'hich is recognizable as an honest and individual response 

to the experience of life in the new-Horld, Canadian 

environment. 

In his claim that in the literature after circa 

.1880 Canada has a unique literary product, Logan is certainly 

not alone 0 Among other critics l-rho demonstrate an m'iare~ 

ness of something distinctly Canadian in literature is 

James Cap pan , critic of both Charles Go Do Roberts and Bliss 

Carman~ In his book, Roberts and the Influences of His 

Time~ (1905)~ Cappon draws a definite distinction between 

"personal" poetry and a poetry which is derived largely from 

tradition" Cappon finds Roberts' poetry to be a "personal" 

and honest response to the experiences of life in Canada; 

for this reason, Cappon attributes the honour to Roberts of 

being the first "Canadian" poet 0 In Roberts' "FOrk ~ Cappon 

finds·a 

.L .. • t r ~ ) "'t· ).1 1 • ""equeSIJ.lOnlng one .,C·G bdn uncer aln out., OOt~ on 
life and creeds, a search for a new form of support 
" "fl vlhich de pends more on personal intuition and on 
ne,., forms of reasoning drmvn from personal 
"~rpe""l'r>Y\"'" l~r"·"'ht::>...,. .. 1. +-h0Y'1 An f·r,,,,r'll·+-;O~l '15~ vA J. , .. Live; l. O..U!.J..V..l...J' V.LJ.(,J..J..1 V.L..l. V v~'---!. V . ..L J. (\~ 
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In this passage, Cappon makes the distinction between a 

personal (and) hence, honest) literary expression and a 

superficial literature based primarily on traditiono 

Furthermore, Cap pan comes down strongly in support of the 

former type of poetry as he finds it in Charles Go D. 

Roberts' works, a poetry '''hich responds honestly to what

ever experiences life in Canada offers. It is interesting 

to note, as well, that Cap pan extends his use of the idea 

that Canadians are on a quest to find their proper literary 

expression: 

(Canadian poetry from 1880 mu is really the search 
for a nm·! heaven and a fare'\<lell to the traditional 
eschatology. 16 

Cappon, as '-le11 asLogan, then, is vitally Rl,vare that Canadian 

literature expresses a restless search for its '1spiritual tl 

individuality. 

In a later boole, Bliss Carman (1930), James Cappon 

goes on to consider the nei-l Canadian expression in an 

aesthetic, rather than moral, lighto He opens discussion 

in this bool{ to the topic of' the nevlness of Canadian poetry: 

[Carman] represents better than any other of our 
Canadian s:tngers the effort of modern poetry in 
the nineties to break through into ne,,' poetic 
horizonso 17 

Although Cappon discusses the universal search for poetic 

novelty in the 1390's, he suggests that Carman seeks a 

·personal poetry vrhich vlould be 1;.,ho11y Canadian as vie 11. At; 

any rate, Cap pan is made m'Ta::,e of the seal'ch for originality 

in both Roberts I and CO.rman! s poetry. 



It is Jo Do Logan, however, who comes closest to 

realizing the essence of whatever is distinct in Canadian 

poetry after 1880, and that in his essay, "The Literary 

Group of '61" 13. The essay, as a 'Vrhole, considers the 
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creation of a unique poetry -- Canadian =<» by T<lhat v,e nm., 

call the "Confederation Poets". In particulaJ;, it is an 

analysis of Lampman's "Sapphics II, a poem from 1Y:r.ic;L of 

Earth, 18930 It is in his criticism of I1Sapphics" that Logan 

comes to recognize some "distinctlyll Canadian attitudes. 

The poem desel~Tes quotation in full: 

Clothed in splendour, beautifully sad and Silent, 
Comes the autumn over the woods and highland, 
Golden, rose~red, full of divine remembrance, 
Full of foreboding. 

Soon the maples, soon will. the glowing birches 
Stripped of all that summer and love have clOlJlered them, 
Dream, sad=limbed, behold:l.ng their pomp and treasure 
Rut~lessly scattered: 

Yet they quail not; 1.~Jinter with ,'lind and iron 
Com9s and finds them silent and uncomplaining, 
Finds them tameless, beautiful still and gracious, 
Gravely enduring. 

Me too changes, bitter and full of evil, 
Dream by dream have plundered and left me nakec1~ 
Gray "Ti th SOrrO"T., Even the days before me 
Fade into twilight, 

Mute and barren., Yet vlill I keep my spirit 
Clear an1 valiant~ brother to these my noble 
Elms and maples, utterly grave and fearless, 
Grandly ungrieving. 

Brief the span is, counting the years of mortals, 
Strange and sad; it passes, and then the bright earth, 
Careless mother, gleaming with gold and azure, 
Lovely wit~ blossoms --



Shining ,,,hite anemones, mixed \vith roses 
Daisies mild-eyed, grasses and honeyed ciover 
You and me, and all of us, met and equal, 
Softly shall cover. 

Even in his general comments on Lampman's poem, 

Logan notices that the nature which Lampman describes is 

thoroughly and individually Canadian. As the follmving 
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passage demonstrates, Logan notes that the land, which is 

unique in Canada, actually forms the Canadian imagination in 

its own imageo As a result of the land's impact on man's 

soul in Canada, Logan descries a new mythology being 

created: 

[nature I sJ mood or temper, be it noted, [isJ not 
expressed by nature in any land save Canada, and 
(is1' not to be divined and sympathized \\Ti th, by 
any other racial genius save by the mind and heart 
indigenous to Canada, by the Canadian genius, 
"informed II from birth through intimacy ilri th nature 
in the homelands 19 

In this passage, Logan suggests that Canadians do, finally, 

possess a distinct "genius ll and imaginative expression \vhich 

are the results of the individuality of the Canadian land 

itself., Taking one more-step, Logan makes a definite 

connection bet\veen the Canadian land and the Canadian 

genius: "the Canadian geniusll~ he states, "is 'informed' 

from birth through intimacy "lith nature in the homeland"" 

There is no doubt in Logants mind, then, that the SOUl'ce of 

the Canadian distinctiveness is in the land itself. He 

discerns a mystlcal communion behJeen land and artist \vh:lch 

results in a ne"" artistic expression~ 



As has been already pointed out, Logan makes the 

above quotation in an article on Lampman's IlSapphics" .. 

Surely IISapphics" contains element S \'lhich are uniquely 
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Canadian according to our critic.. One feature which Logan 

finds in IISapphics" is "the peculiar Canadian pictorializing 

and humanizing vision of nature" 20. Here are Lampman's 

lines \{hich prompt Logan's comment: 

Soon the maples so .. . .. .. 
Dream, sad=limbed~ beholding their pomp and treasure 
Ruthlessly scattered: 

Yet they quail not o .. e 

In these lines, there is a visual image created of the trees 

and there is also the human quality of dreaming attributed 

to the trees.. Yet these images are not uniquely ItCanadian ll " 

What, I think, Logan suggests by the adjective,llhumanizing ll , 

is not the mere inbreathing of human attributes into 

inanimate objects (personification)~ but rather the intex~ 

relationship of the two& Logan later refers to the inter-

communication of man and nature as that of a "reciprocal 

sYll1pathy" 21.. In a mystical, at least "romantic", sense 

Logan is affected by a spiritual presence in nature.. He 

clar:tfies his use of the \ITOI'd, lihumanizing", in :t:rJgJ:n:L9:'ylLOf 

~an LiteJ'a:tg.r~: 

The Poet and Nature, though two phYSically, are 
one by !l11J.tual bonds of sympathy. The poet 
sympathizes with Nature as ~e himself feels that 
she sympathizes with himo 22 
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Just as nature, Logan suggests, is stripped of its beauty, 

so, too, the poet changes~ Like the season, Lampman finds 

himself 

ehange[d], bitter and full of eyil ( .. J 
Dream by dream have plunde red and left (hini) naked, 
Gray with sorrmv. Even the day before (pim) 
Fade [s) into t",ilight G 

(11 .. 13-16) 

Here, then, is one of the distinguishing features of the 

Canadian imaginati~n, its t'\..ro·~ivay quality "'hieh allows nature 

to affect man, and man to affect nature" Logan's concept 

of the man=nature interplay, of course~ owes much to William 

. ""ords,"orth, as do most "transcendental ll theories of' na tUT'e .. 

Yet IJogan's response to the land and its "spirit ll is 

uniquely Canadian. 

Logan steps mvay from ~JordS"lOT'th \lThen he claims 

that the man~nature relationship is "reciprocal" 0 tvordmvorth 

felt nature's "Presence", but he despaired of re~creating 

it; Wordsworth did not reciprocate with nature, whereas 

Logan asserts that Canadian poets do inter-relate "lith nature 0 

This observation is actually quite astute for a critic in 

1911 as the "reciprocal" relationship of land and poet is a 

major motif of Canadian poetry even today~ Hany important 

modern poets, such as l1argaret Atwood~ Margaret Avison and 

Jay Hacpherson, suggest in their poems that the land and 

poet are vitally interrelatede They use images of the poet 

tal\:j~ng unto himself the image of the land, and ~ paradoxtcally, 

re-creating it in his own imags 9 
23 If not a patently 
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Canadian quality, then, the "humanizing" of nature is at 

least a recurrent motif of much Canadian poetryo Logan, 

then, has touched on at least one major feature of Canadian 

literature as early as 19240 

In his consid~ration of the moral characteristics 

within Lampman's "Sapphics" Logan finds Lampman to be at 

the heart of the specifically Canadiano In a previously 

given quotation~ Logan refers to a di.stinct "mood or temper" 

in Canadian nature without really defining it. In Lampman's 

line, "Yet they quail not" (16 9), he discovers this 

distinction: "there '\<re have envisaged the mood or temper 

of Canadian nature (Ie. endure" 24~ Logan suggests that 

Canadian nature is "tameless lt (Lampman) and noble in its 

survival ( "gravely enduring" is Lampman's phrase) .. Such a 

view is, of course, consistent with the sense of virility 

in the Canadian land I"hich the "lTiters I"sferred to in chapter 

one discuss. Here is the stanza which prompts Logan to 

make this statement: 

Yet they quail not; ~vinter ",ith "'ind and iron 
Comes and finds them silent and uncomplaining, 
Finds them tameless, beautiful still and gracious, 
Gravely enduringo 

(110 9-12) 

The se lines by Lampman have the tone of the "gJ?acious" 

integrity which surrounds the primeval Canadian woods. They 

suggest an aesthetic virility as well ( 10 11)0 Although 

Lampman speaks dlrectly about nature in these lines, it is 

implied by his constant insistence on the "sympathy" between 
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nature and man that the sensitive Canadian receives the 

same qualities of spiritual and aesthetic strength from the 

Canadian land" The stanza which immediately follmvs that 

quoted makes a definite association bet,,,een land and man: 

lI}1e too changes 00,,11.;, In these two stanzas, which form 

the fulcrum of Lampman's "Sapphics", Logan descries the 

important metaphorical extensions and mythical associations 

of the strong Canadian land "Thich make Canadian poetry 

distinct" 

Logan never loses sight of the central position of 

the imagery of the land in Canadian imaginative expressiono 

Note vThat he says of Lampman's "Yet will I keep my spirit/ 

Clear and valiant" (11" 17-18): 

Mark that as the authentic spj.ritual note of the 
Canadian genius., It is not Canadian, hmv8ver, 
because it is the expression of indomitable courage, 
but because the idea, the inspiration of a self= 
controlled destiny, achieved with clBarness of 
vision and valiant heart, first comes to the mind 
and heart and moral imagination of the Canadian poet 
as a g.i ft, from Canadian \VoIds .... And that note of 
clear-vis toned fat ttl and courage (runs throughout 
Canadian poetry] 0 25 

Obviously and emphatically, for Logan, the source of the 

courage which is characteristic of much Canadian writing is 

the Canadian land itself {} Logan would agree ,.,i th his fellmof 

critics, who are discussed in chapter one, who associate 

the strength of Canadian morality and aesthetics with the 

peculiar virility of the Canadian lando This places Logan 

j.n the mainstream of Canadian criticism at the turn of tb.e 

century" \vorking from a general a,.,arenes s that Canad:Lan 



literature is distinct from its European heritage, Logan 

ultimately concludes that it is the very strength of the 

unique Canadian land vThich creates the "distinction" of 

Canadian.art6 

Also at the centre of Canadian culture are the 

painters of the "Group of Seven", notably Tom Thomson and 

Lal-Tren Harris & Despite strong criticism of their shows from 

critics and public alike, Thomson and Harl'is both continued 

to paint Canada's Northland as each sm" it. Today, of 

course, Canada generally acclaims the "Group of Seven" 

paintings as a wholly original and distinctly Canadian art 

movement. A painting by Tom Thomson adorns a Canadian 

stamp, a step in Canada which attests to the universal 

acceptance of these painters as Canada's owno 

It is mainly La",ren Harris, hov/Bver, \"ho commands 

attention at this point, not as a poet, nor as a first=rate 

painter, but as a fine theorist of art 0 Lmfren Harris \vrote 

a considerable amount of prose vrhich illuminates the 

creative process as he understood it. All of the material 

to be discussed here is found in the Macmillan collection of 

Harris' painting (1969)26~ Although some of Harris' 

expository prose was undoubtedly vlri tten after the formal 

chronological bounds of this thesis 9 most of his theory of 

art had evolved by 1920.. His art criticism, then, belongs 

to the period under examination throughout this vlOrlc e 

In hls prose, Harr:Ls shm.,rs a definite and contlnued 
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avTareness that art in Canada is distinct from that in 

Europee He has little to do with European aesthetic trad

itions, as he himself says: 

Our aim is to paint the Canadian scene 1.n i t,s_ mIn 
:t.ermso This land is different in its air, moods 
and spirit from Europe and the Old Country. It 
invokes a response '\IThich throvJs aside all pre-

27 conceived ideas and rule-of-thumb reactions" . 

(underlining my m"n) 

In this passage, Harris suggests a dichotomy between the 

effect \{hich traditional (IlEuropean e e 0 Old Country") art 

has on men and those influences which the Canadian scene, 

uncluttered by ~uropean tradition, has on man" Not only 

does he insist on the essential difference of the two 

influences, but also he suggests that the "Canadian" impact 

is more honest than that of the old=world heritage. 

In the same passage, Harris establishes that he "rill 

paint the Canadian land "in its ovm terms 1I 0 • By offering 

himself completely to the spirit of the land, Harris hopes 

to interpret the essence of the Canadian land in his 

paint:tngs .. 

In the tone of another passage, the reader finds 

Harris t attitude toward the "ne", I1
, Canadian, influences on 

the creative artist: 

For the last h1...mdred years and more in Europe, art 
has derived from the collections In museums, 
galleries and palaces; the European artist has been 
moved by works of art as much as by nature or 
mankind. But in Canada, wlth little or no tradition 
and bac~:<:ground, our creattve individuals find ne'\11 
adventures tn imaginative and intuitive livingo The 
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land is mostly virgin, fresh, and full-replenishingo 28 

Again drl?-I'ling a definite distinction betvleen old and new 

world cultures, Harris here posits value in the new aloneo 

In the Canadian scene Harris finds llnature" and "manJ.-rind" 

to' be the dynamic influences on the creative artist. In 

Europe, on the other hand, he finds a strong reliance on 

other 'wcrl~s of art.. Although he does not condemn the inter

actien of art and artist, Harris implies that he has more 

interest in the influences of life itself -- "nature and 

mankind" cn the artist; these, he finds possible in the 

uncluttered Canadian scene .. 

It is for his depiction of the Canadian land -

specifically the Canadian Northland in its Algoma and Rocley 

Mountain faces -= that Lmvren Harris is famousc2~ The north 

is the very Itfe=blood of Harris' creative life; he 

dedicated his soul to the discovery of its secretso As he 

himself says, "this North of ours is a source of spiritual 
flO flmy vThich can create through us" J, e 

For the privilege of experiencing the North 1 s 

"spirit ll
, hOHever, the creative artist must sacrifj.ce much" 

He must de no less thah surrender up his soul to the lando 

One cannot doubt that LaIr'7ren Harris felt an intense communion 

with the North as one reads both his prose and poetry. 

Similarly, one is a\IJaI'e of the vi tal intercourse betvJeen a 

painter like A. Y ~ Jackson and the Canadian. land ",hen one 

reads his autobiegraphy, A Painter t s g01..U1tI'Y (1958). In his 
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collection of his paintings, Harris touches on a life

string of this "Northern" experience: 
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One can almost guarantee that two months in our 
North country of direct experience in creative 
living in art ,vill bring about a very marked change 
in the attitude of any creative individuals 

It "'ill bring him an inner release and 
~ed.Qill. to adventure on his o\-,n that is well=nigh 
impossible amid the ins:I.stencies and superficialities 
of Europe. jl 

(underlining my m·,n) 

It is the land itself which effects an artist in a fashion 

distinct from the Europeano And a feature fundamental to 

the ne,,, Canadian creative impulse is the "inner release and 

freedom ll ,vhieh the Canadian, specif:l.cally Northern, land 

engenders~ The freedom to create honestly from one's ovm 

response to a fresh land, then, is the distinction of 

Canadian art., This very concept of the characteristic 

freedom of the creative faculty in Canada will receive 

extensive attention later in the present thesis~ It is 

interesting to note here, hmvever, that Harris establishes 

the idea of freedom of the imagination in Canada in 

opposition to the restrictions of European tradition. 

Harris not only responds to the experience of the 

Canadian North personally, but he recognizes the central 

importance '<Thich the North has in Canadian culture.. He 

finds the primary material in the North for an interpretation 

of Canada's spirit to Canadians" I1The artists sa", 

deco:C'at:Lve signs every\vhere :Ln the North", he states 5 "and 
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material for every possible form of embellishment for our 

daily life, and all of it waiting to be used to create a 

home for the spirit of a new-seeing people n32 o By turning 

his back on the European art~tradition, then, and painting 

instead the unique Canadian North, Harris not only remains 

honest to himself but he offers a way to find a cultural 

"home" for the indigenous Canadian imaginationo Although 

he was criticized severely for his unconventional techniques 

by his contemporar~ cosmopolitan public, Harris remained 

true to his vision o Today, 6r course, we recognize him as 

an artist vTho was in vital sympathy ,,,ith the true Canadian 

spirit as it is found in the Canadian Northland o Just as 

David Canaan f s wish in The l·roun-l::ain and the VallSIL is to 

articulate a people to itself, so too does Law"ren Harris 

translate much of the Canadian experience tbrough his 

canvasses of the rugged, virile, Canadian lando 

Harris best articulates his experience of the 

Canadian land and the effect of the land on the CanacUan 

imagination in the following passage: 

Hy \'1orh: viaS founded on a long and grmv ing love 
and understanding of the North, of being permeated 
with its spirito I felt the strange brooding 
lonely presence of nature fostering a new race, 
a new aget and as part of it, a new expression 
in art .. ju 

The complete mythical interpenetration of Harris' spirit and 

the North has already been discussed. In this passage, 

Har:r:ts goes on to delineate the personality of that Northlandn 



It is a "lonely" land Ttlhich demands a self-reliance in 

those v1ho are committed to its vrays; it is a "brooding" 

natu~ee as only Lmn'en Harris I canvasses demonstrate 0 And 

this land, Harris insists, is directly responsible for a 

unique cultural expression" There is no doubt in Harris' 

mind that the distinction of Canadian art stems initially 

from the land itself.. In this claim, of course, Harris is 

in accord with the majority of Canadian critics and artists: 

w. Ao Fraser, Jo Mo McCallum, ,James Cappon and John Daniel 

Logan, all of whom are quoted in this thesis, place the 

influence of the Canadian land on Canadian thought at the 

very "headw'a tel's II of Canadian culture 0 Writers even today 

feel compelled to experience and to define the effect of 

the land on their imaginations .. None of these writers, 

hm·rever, claims that Canadians are merely a race of 

canoeing bachvToodsmen 9 the importance of the land in Canada 

is in its effect on the imaginative and creative faculties .. 

As such, it is the vital source of all that is uniquely 

Canadian in our creative expression. 

Harris concludes the foregoing passage with the 

statement thElt the spirit of the North is lIan unfolding of 

the heart itself through the effect of enVironment, of 

people, place, and time" 3~" Here, Harris touches on one 

dynamic relationship in the creative process: the vital 

effect of' !I outside ll [enVironment] on "inside" (imagination) 0 

the ~orth is a spiritual home in which he can 
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simultaneously lose and yet find himself in complete 

identity with the land. 

Harris goes on to suggest the inter-relationship 

of land and artist, the relationship which Logan terms 

"reciprocal sympathy". He speaks of a mystical rapport vlith 

the soul of the universe \,1hich lie. e is done by creative 

adventure in the arts -- a process of turning ourselves 

inside out" 0 't~That is ", he continues, "total env:tronment 

evokes in us the need to discover living values that 

increase the depth of our mrareness; it leads us both to 

find ourselves in our environment and to give that envir~ 

onment neT/l and more far~·reaching meaning" 3~., The deep 

communion vThlch Harris suggests in this passage is really 

of a mythical nature, in that htlman and natural become one 

in essence; the human assumes the natural in order to express 

it. Like Logan, then, HarriS insists on th~ vital inter

relationship of land and man in his m1n creative life 0 

If the Canadian land is essentially unique; and if 

it vitally affects the creative imagination which, in turn~ 

re-defines the land; then, surely, the creative expression 

,\"hich results is distinct as ",ell.. Huch of the material 

which has been considered in this thesis, of course, concerns 

itself with the distinction of Canadian art as it is 

created in images of the land ,'/111ch are found in Canadian 

literature. Such features as the peculiar virility of the 

.land, and the masel.lline imaginative, moral and aesthetic 



ex~ensions have been examinedo Logan's mvareness of the 

distinctive Canadian "reciprocal" relationship with the 

land, of ,·,hich he spea'ks in mystical terms, has been 

considered ~ Lmvren Harris f analyses of the vital effect of 

the Northland on his ovrn imagination have been studied as 

,\>Tell.. Implicit in all these vrritings is the assumption that 

the Canadian experience first liberates the spirits and 

imaginations of creative individuals from old world bonds 

in order that they may create art which is actually distinct; 

else all artistic endeavour in Canada vTOulc1 have stemmed 

from European traditions alone~ As Lawren Barris puts it, 

., c., t"10 months in our North country 1,\,i11 bring clio 

[a creative individual] 000 an inner release and 
freedom 0 TO that is 1,vell-rdgh impossible • ,,~ [in] 
Europeo 30. 

It is this freedom, engendered in a sensitive spirit by the 

experience of the Canadian land, that allovls the imagination 

to explore, and to discover, itself~ As both Logan and 

Harris realize, the qualities l.tThich creative Canadians 

d:tscern to be their avrn are so only because of their constant 

communion ",i th a Wlique land 0 

The first tivo chapters of this thesis have 

considered final statements on the role of the lall.d in 

shaping Canadian culture as many critics at the turn of the 

century understood that roleo The conclusions which the 

\'Iri ters have drm'ln are the results of much thought on thei.r 

partso The influence of the land on Canadian culture, 

however, is a continual and dynamic process, not a static 
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res~lto The next chapter, therefore, will consider the 

search of selected fictional protagonists for the distinction 

of the Canadian land and its effects on their liveso 



Chapter Three 



.. eoWe who face the blast 
Of Northern winters, scorn the puny dart 
From Cupid's quiver, and the hurt that heals 
As soon as given; leave we to the South 
Their graceful fancy of an idle boy, 
vlith aim uncertain; our much mightier god 
Bound me a captive 000 I 

In the first t"lO chapters of this thesis vTe have 

been examining certain critical statements made by Canadian 

men of letters on the topic of the land's impact on the 

native Canadian culture.. It remains nm., to consider actual 

fictional accounts of the period v1hich shm., an a"mreness of 

the mysterious~ yet compellirig, influence of the land in 

shaping the Canadian spirit" In each of the novels "Thich 

are studied in the present chapter, it is the effect of the 

land on the characters that is the dominant force within 

that novel.. Much like Lm.,ren Harris, the characters 

experience a spiritual freedom from contact with the Canadian 

land "Thich allow's them to develop throughout their 

narratives.. The qualities which each of these characters 

discover are similar to those that the critics l"Thich have 

tilready been examined di.scerned to be distinctly Canadian" 

Three navels will be considered in this chapter as 

they relate to the sub ject of the thesis as a vlhole,,' These 
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are The lmQeria1ist by Sara Jeannette Duncan (1904), 

F1m'Ter of th~ North by James Oliver CUr\vood (1912), and 

A Search :f.Q1:...4m§rica by Frederick Phj.lip Grove (1927). 2 

These novels all present compelling narratives of the 

movement toward ~~ tht3 "search ll for ~cn a realization of 
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whatever qualities are distinctly Canadian e As Grove puts 

it in the concluding chapter of A S~~:.h fOLlLmerica, "its 

ethe book's) topic is the search and its endu3 , and nothing 

more 0 The present chapter, then~ will address itself to 

an examination of these three novels which consider the 

problem of defi~ing what is new in the Canadian experience. 

A word must be said at this point on the nature of 

fiction as opposed to that of criticism~ Literary criticism, 

such as the material which is examined in chapters one and 

two of the thesis, is a final product in that it is a 

conscious explication of certain recognizable features of 

a work of art (here, of apparently Canadian qualities). 

Fiction, on the other hand, _presents the .12..roces§. of 

development tOvrard some end I'lh:tch takes place dramatically 

in that the "end II is vlorked out in human terins. ·Fiction 

then~ does not concern itself primarily with the final 

resolution; rather does it address itself to the dynamics 

of the movement to'llrard that resolution~ s. The novels ·Hhich 

are presently under examination, therefore, demonstrate only 

the llmovement to\.vard" a recognition that the Canadian 

expel"'ience is lli"1.ique e 
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The action of Sara Jeannette Duncan's 1ge Im~~~ialist 

takE3 s place in a small Ontario tm"n, Elgin (Brant ford ), at 

the time of the 1896 electiono As the title suggests, this 

is the era of British high imperialism, Elgin being a loyal 

outpost of the British Empire~ Its social circles, in 

which the central family, the Hurchisons, ranks high, 

generally practise stereotype imitations of upper class 

habits in England.. The social forces of the novel, then, 

are basically British and conservative. 

Set in opposition to these pmverful social forces 

are two of the major characters of the novel, Advena 

Murchison and Reverend Hugh Finlay" These btlo characters? 

'ilho are in love vii th each other, eventually must pi t them~ 

selves against the conservative social pressures of the 

Elgin status quo which would disapprove of their love for 

each other. 

Very early in the novel, the conflict of Elgin 

society with Hugh and Advena is referred to as a clash of 

the old 'vorld with the new Jf- The centre of TlliLIJ:ilPe...r..ialigLt 

is, from the initial setting on, the dramatic "lorkIng out 

of old versus new worlds9 As Claude Bissell puts it in his 

admirable introduction to the Ne\v Canadian Library edition 

of the nove1 9 tI "" " the interaction beti.veen the old and nm., 

1'lorlds e". is Horlced out in tvro romance So LOI'ne Hurchison 

and Dora "Hilburn e e" [as opposed to). Advena' s high=m:inded 

II 6 
0. e fI' t!) romance with Hugh Finlay Lorne initially represents 
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Dora is an aristocratic ~ lightheaded y.oung maiden "\<'hose 

most predominant characteristic is a rigid adherence to 

social nicetieso Hugh and Advena, on the other hand, 

possess a depth of moral strength which raises them above 

judgement by Elgin's standards; they go beyond Elgin's status 

quo in an attempt to find a higher ideal in their lives, 

thereby surpassing the unthinl~ing loyalty to social modes 

\o!hich Dora Hilburn, for instance, allm'is to rule her life ~ 

Duncan f s depiction of lIold II ,.,orld, English social 

forces in Elgin is personalized in Lorne }1urchison, the 

Empfre t s most fervid, and yet tragic, supporter in the tmm. e 

From his very christening, Lorne appears destined to 

represent the imperial connection. His name, for instance, 

is consciously British in connection: 

Lorne came after Advena, at the period of a naive 
fashion of christening the young sons of Canada 
in the name of her Governor-General. It wag a 
Simple ,-laY of attesting a loyal spirit .. $" 'C 

Very obViously, Lorne is raised with a view to perpetuating 

British traditions. Sara Duncan goes on from the above 

pa!Jsage to emphasize Mrs & Nurchison' s personal attachment to 

British formse And Lorne does become a true scion of the 

old stocl:\:. 

A large part of The Imnerialist, and that focussed 

di:c'eetly on LOI'1~e himself, is poli t ieal tn nature., 10rne 

goes to England to study the imperial question, returntng 
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to run in Elgin for Parliament on the imperial ticket" As 

the political qualities of the novel cannot be discussed -at 

length here, hmlever, suffice it to establish Lorne' s 

attitude tOVJardl~ Canada 0 Lorne betrays his essential 

feelings tmmrd his resident country in the fol101tTing state-

ment: 

the last argument [in political dealings vii th 
England) lies in tl.:J.e [Canadian]J soil and 'Hhat ..YQ]l 
can get out of itoP 

As this passage suggests, Lorne exploits the Canadian land 

for its political and economic expedience; he makes no 

deeply personal and moral responses to the land as Hugh and 

Advena, on the other hand, ultimately do. Lorne possesses 

a stereotype English colonial mind -vlhieh propounds the 

glories of the Empire above all else o 

Morally, as vie 11 , Lorne is the mere imprint of 

English self=esteem: 

But I'll see England, Dora; Itll feel England, eat 
and sleep and drink and live :Ln England, for a 
little while. Isn't the very hame great? 1111 be 
a better man for going, till I die .0" (the English 
connection) is for the moral advantage" Way dmm 
at the bottom, that's what it is •• 0 they've 
developed the finest human product there is, the 
cleanest, the most d1.sinterested, and 've 1.vant· to 
keep up the relationship ~~ it:s important" <;) 

In this infatuated statement, Lorne proves that he has no 

personal moral integrity whatsoever~ He lauds~ England's 

apparent moral nature in blissful ignorance of its reality 

and of its relevance to himself in Canada& In the course 

of her novel, as we shall see later, Sara Duncan demonstrates 
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the superiority of "Canadian" morality over English in that 

the former is more spontaneous and, hence, honest. 

It is Duncan's ironic detachment throughout The 

ImQer..l.<!.list that points up the essential differences of 

"English" and "Canadian" moralities o It is tbe author's 

double vision, which encompasses both England and Canada, 

that creates the dramatic tension of the novele As she says 

in Co_u~i.n Cindere+la, Canadians have "e ~ 0 a point of view· 1I 

from "'hich to see England objectively 100 'llhe ability of 

the narrator to observe England in a detached manner creates 

a telling commentary on the real nature of England 1 s social 

trivialities 0 

Not only is the narrator gifted with the double 

vision in The Imperialist, but also Advena and, eventually, 

Hugh learn to examine Elgin's social mores in a detached 

mannere By endowing these bvo major characters vrith the 

ability to see Elgin's imitations of English society as 

outsiders (as, speCifically, Ca.nadians), Duncan creates the 

master-stroke of her novel: the old vlorld-like Elgin 

soeiety is exposed for its essential dishonesty and pl~etension; 

while, at the same time, the neVI ",orld Ithonestytl of Hugh 

and Advena leads to an appreciation of the integrity of the 

Canadian experience o 

As Hell as the double point of view in respect to 

the t,,,o ""J"Ol'lds l! in ThE?_Jm12el~\Sl.list ~ there is a double 

perspective of j.ndividual and SOCiety. Althongh the t"ro 
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bec9me metaphors for each other in that the social problems 

are dram~tized in personal terms, Duncan ultimately places 

value only in the individual-' s struggle tmvard moral 

maturitYe In this novel, the conflict of old world versus 

new world becomes specifically the clash of society and 

individual, the former being essentially dishonest. To 

point up the integrity of a person who does not follm" 

social pressures, Sara Duncan goes to great lengths to 

establish Advena outside normal social circles from her 

childhood_on. She is "bookish and unconventional tl 11, for 

instance; she did not train in the social art of marrying 

conveniently; "she would hide in the hayloft with a novel; 

she "muld be off by herself in a canoe by s:lx 0 I clock in 

the morning eoe II 12. Early on in the narrative, then~ the 

author mal(es it explicit that Advena Hurchison is an 

individual vlho maintains her integrity in the face of 

considerable pressure to conforme Duncan deliberately sets 

Advena apart from society, even in her childhood vagaries, 

so that Advena may ultimately develop her O\l[n personal vie",! 

of life. 

Hugh, on the other hand, hails from Scotlando While 

he lived in Scotland he allowed himself to become engaged 

to a '-lOman he did not love e v.[hen he came to Canada, 

hm'Tever, Hugh met Advena and fell in love 1-lith her~ Caught 

as he is throughout much of the novel between these two 

worlds, Hugh learns to assess himself honestly and to act 
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out·,.his m.;n code of life 6 As a result of his love for 

Advena, f.or instance, Hugh becomes av,rare of an important 

change in his personality, namely that he can no longer 

dedicate himself unthinkingly to English manners \'Thich no 

longer remain pertinent to h1mb He says of his intended 

fiancee and aunt, "They, of course, will come .. But the life 

of which they are a part, and the man ",hom I remember to 

have been me -- there is a gulf fixed .~-" 13. Hugh cannot 

bring himself to reject a marriage to this Scottish vToman, 

a marriage "Thich he regards as a duty more than as anything 

else. Yet, he cannot ignore his love for Advena" The 

outcome of Hugh's dilemma, of course, is his acceptance of' 

his love for Advena, and a consequent breaking of his former 

engagement. By the end of the nove1 9 then, Hugh is of the 

nm·, , not the old" 

The central motif·in the novel comes out in the 

human drama of Advena and Hugh throughout their experiences 

together. These two characters -- and these two alone -

come to an honest response to their ne1,'1 world environment., 

It is to them that the reader must turn to find the author's 

alternative to the English aristocratic way of life. Of 

vital importance in their development tm.;ard maturity is 

their discovery that the Canadian experience, which is 

devoid of European encumbrances, creatEls a spiritual fr'eedom 

within them. Advena, the strongest character in the novel, 

"had a passionate-prevision that the steps they (she and 
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This passage occurs early in the novel; it introduces the 

theme of spiritual freedom which runs throughout the 

remainder of the narrative. 
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Hugh, as well as Advena, is profoundly affected by 

his experience of the land. It is through his love for 

Advena, for instance, that Hugh is finally freed of his 

Scottish tradition and the spectre of an undesired marriage o 

In "'lorh:ing out the motif of freedom in the novel, moreover, 

Sara Duncan uses no abstract or didactic terms. Rather, 

she provides a definite human focus for her "morals ll
• Take, 

for ~xamp1e, this Simple, yet pOignant, moment ",hich Hugh 

and Advena sha~e: 

They lingered together for a moment tall{ing, 
seizing the new joy in it which was simply the 
joy of his sudden liberation with her O~. and 
Finlay's eyes rested once again on the evening sl{y 
beyond the river. 15 

There is in this passage, among many others, a sense that 

Advena is a symbol to Hugh for the freedom~generating, 

soul-lj_berating, experience \"hich the Canadian land gives 

to a sensitive per'son. There is, at least, a suggestion 

that Advena is responsible for Hugh's moral regeneration in 

the novel~ By finally pursuing his love for Advena after 

rejecting his old world ties, Hugh experiences this 

expansive freedom. To return to La'ltnen Harris, Hugh finds 

"an inner release and freedom" in Canada \·rhich ,,,ould have 

beel1 impossible f1ctm~ d the i11sistenc:i.es and SUl)er~ilicialities 
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of .~uropetl 16. 

In a comment on Graham (a Canadian visiting in 

England) in CousJn Cinderell§:., Sara Duncan makes explicit 

her concept of old ,.,orld tyranny and new vlOrld freedom: 

(Graham is) more free than (the Epglish), more 
free of a thousand things -- traditions and 
conventions and responsibilities, privileges and 
commandments, interests and bores, advantages and 
disadvantages and fearful indispensable sign
manuals. l ? 

In Sara Jeannette Duncan's Oif.Tn vievr, then, Canadians, freed 

of unnecessary social encumbrances, live a life of simple 

imaginative response to a stil1-un(lefined environment & 

Unlike Europeans, as Lawren Harris also suggests, Canadians 

have not yet alienated their lando 

The ma:ln single character "rho is the dramat ic focus 

for t 11e moral struggle of old and ne,., ,,!orlds is Hugh 

Finlay, the young Elgin minister from Scotland. Hugh is 

caught between an old world past which threatens his 

present in the course of the novel and a nel" \>[or1d present 

and futureo He crystallizes his sensitive appreciation of 

t!le ne .. " v!Orld experience, and the agony vrhich re8ul t s from 

his old world ties in conflict with his hew world love for 

Advena~ in the fo1lbwing crucial passage: 

I have come here into a new world, of interests 
unknm"n and scope unguessed before. I knm" \vhat 
you [Advena] would say, but you rlave no vlay of 
learning the beauty and charm of mere vitality -
you have always been so alive. One finds a 
physical freedo~ in which onels very soul seems 
to expand; one hears the happiest calls of fancy. 
And the m6st wonderful, most delightfnl thing of 
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all is to discover that one ;i.s oneself, strangely 
enough, able to respond _~ l~ 

It is important that it is Advena \1ho prompts Hugh to make 

this statement. Hugh associates the land and Advena in his 

mind as influences \>[hich free his soul. Advena becomes 

symbolic of the vitality and freedom of the land itself. As 

Hugh himself says, he is free to "discover" himself in this 

nm·, , Canadian land. None of this self~discovery, it is 

implied, was felt by Hugh while he was in the old country. 

Claude Bissell outlines Hugh's situation well in his 

introduction" His diction ts worth nottcing in the follm'ling 

passage. 

Before coming to Canada the young clergyman 
had permitted himself to be affianced to an older 
woman, and despite the pas~ionate protests of his 
heart he is nm'! prepared, for the sake of old 
"lOrld tradition, to sacrif:i.ce both his m"n and 
Advena f s happiness ~ But the robust, common~sense 
judgements of the new society cannot be denied, 
and the Rev& Mr. Finlay, almost against his will, 
eee finds himself compelled to $90 acquiesce in 
what he most desires. In both cases, then, it is 
the new SOCiety which pronounces the mature judgement 
and leads to human releaseo All this is achieved 
by the novelii~ through the implications of the 
human drama" / 

In keeping with the terms of the novel itself, Bissell 

speaks of Hugh t s problem in images of old and ne\1 \'Torlds. 

He recognizes that any resolution which comes in the novel 

must have its source in the rejection of an old "'lorld 

heritage which stifles the freedom which an individual can 

find in the ne,,! world. Bissel.l also establishes the 
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important fact that maturity for Hugh and Advena can come 

only after a rejection on their parts of old world tradition 

and a surrender of themselves to the experiences of the 

new 0 As the novel is mainly dramatic in focus, and as 

"maturity" in the novel comes only from an acceptance of the 

ne", world I s qualities, therefore, in moving from old "1Orld 

to new, Hugh moves from moral immaturity to maturity. Those 

aspects of the nmV' \vorld environment, then, which are 

outside conservative social forces, form the medium in the 

novel in which Hugh develops a fuller, more honest, life. 

To further illustrate Hugh's spiritual liberation in 

1he Impetla,lis:b the author has Hugh say to Advena in an 

important speech, 

And the scope of the indivldual, his chance of 
self=respect, unhampered by the traditions of 
class, which either deaden or irritate it in 
England! His chance of signifj.cance and success! 
And the splendid, buoyant unused air to breathe, 
and the simplicity of life, and the plenty of 
thingsc 20 

Again, it is Advena ''''ho prompts Hugh to make this outburst; 

Advena who has become linked in Hughts mind with the 

freedom-giving spirit of his new world life. And Hugh 

realizes that even the physical freedom of the new world 

ereates a greatness of s0.111 in the creative individual: 

I sometirJes think tl;at the human spirit, as it is 
set free in these \I}"ide unblemished spaces, may 
be something more pure and sensiti-fe, more sincerely 
curious about "That is good and beautiful _~2l 

This is a cruciRl passage in Hugh's moral and imaginative 

developmen~o In it, Duncan first posits a quality of 
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freedom in the Canadian land '''hich sets up a resonance of 

similar freedom in the Canadian imagination. From this 

freedom, born of the land, is created a higher sense of 

virtuf3 than existed before ("more pure and sensitive")e As 

a result of an honest and: unpremeditated response to the 

vast Canadian land, Duncan suggests, a high conception of 

virtue and beauty (1Ivlhat is good and beautiful l1
) resultso 

The Canadian experience, then, is both morally and 

imaginatively uplifting for the creativ~ individualo 

In keeping with the dramatic center of her novel, 

Duncan personal~zes Hugh's sense of freedom in Advena: 

"upon '''hi ch Hugh Finlay saw his idea -incarnate 11 22. Here 

lies another of the master~strokes of The Imperialist, the 

tight dramatization in Advena of Hugh's developmente Hugh 

finds himself in his experience of the nevi \vorld in the form 

of Advena. Advena is, of cou.rse, a symbol fo·l' the vIest to 

wh1ch Hugh goes at the end of the novel, a "Ivest II \vhich is 

symbol1c of Hugh I s nevI-found spiritual freedolTI o Hugh moves, 

in the course of the novel, from superficial social 

stereotype to complete manhood o It 1s Advena who inspires 

him throughout the novel; it is Advena who is Hugh's dream 

of himself incarnate c She is, as ,,,ell, a symbol of the nm·j 

world" Sara Jeannette Duncan, then, has \vritten a subtle 

novel in which the new world, as it is figures forth in 

Advena's influence on Hugh, frees a man of the "superficial

ities" of Europe", 'i'-'luch l:lke Hugh Finlay, the protagonist of 
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CU1"i"ood IS Flm'Jer of the North experiences the nm'l world 

through his love for a vToman who is pymbolic of that world e 

E.lpwer of the North, however, is more romantic in mode than 

is The Imp.erialist e 

No Canadj_an fictional I',ri ter of the period vras so 

\'lell-acquainted with the Canadian North, nor so aY1are of 

its supremely heroic qualities, as \,ras James Oliver Cunrood o 

CUTIlOod lived much of his life campe~ in the Canadian 

North-lands 23 G Based on his experiences there, he wrote. 

many volumes of extremely popular novels, replete with 

scenes of Northern life, both human and natural G One 

example of CurvJOod t s fiction has been chosen and deemed 

Bufficient to illustrate Curwood1s depiction of the North. 

llivrel' of....ib_~_RQ.r.th (1912) appears to represent Cur-Hood' s 

literary attitude tovrard both the Northern Canadian 

'wi1derness and southern civilization.. Flovrer of. the NOl'th 

demonstrates the stock-features of much northern fiction: 

the brave hero who is steeped in his' love of the North, the 

noble Indian, the superlative heroine, and the suspense~ 

filled romance~narrative. Like other Curvrood novels, 

FlovTeLQ.;·L.ih~..lLorth is punctuated ,,,ith passages \"hich 

outline Curwood's conception of the Northo 

Something of the initial situation of Flmler of thQ, 

NQLth must be outlined. Philip, the hero of the novel has 

willingly, indeed gladly, rejected civilization as he knew 

it in the settled portions of North America.. He~ therefore, 
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moved North to the Churchill area to set upa private camp. 

Here, Philip lives a lonely, but happy, life until the 

adventures vlhich Flm-ler of the Bprtq recounts take place, 

transforming Phj_lip' s life and bringing him a wife. Early 

in the novel, Philip himself describes the change which 

occurs to the man 'l;lho learns to love the northern Canadian 

land in all its wildness:; 

The spirit that was growing in him called out 
for bigger things, for the wild freedom which 
he had tasted for a time with Gregson 000 for a 
life which was not warped by the gilded amenities 
of the crovlded ball=room ton~;ght, by the frenzied 
dollar-fight to~morrov[ eo 0 .2'-1-

In this passage, CurliTOod touches on a major quality of a 

Canadian myth in its purest, "Jildest-form: freedomo Like 

Hugh Finlay in The Imperialist, and lil{e IJawren Harris, 

Phil:tp finds the freedom to express himself in the Canadian 

land, and he realizes this freedom by dral"ing several close 

comparisons ,,,ith the spiritual restrictions of "civilization ll 
0 

At the outset of his narrative, for instance, Philip says, 

I became a northerner in heart and soul, if not 
quite yet in full experienceo Clubs, balls~ and 
ci ties grevT to be only memories 0 You (Gregson] 
lcnovl ~0~1 I have2~hTays hated that hothouse sort 
of eXlstence oo • 

CUrl-rood f S hero, then, explicitly defines himself jon terms 

of his n-e,{, and superior, identity which has been nurtured 

in the North; in true romance convention, moreover, Philip 

is a noble hero with nothing of the villain in his bloodB 

The reader, then, t8 1nvitEld to associe,te virtue ,·lith the 

northo 
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In conventional romance style as \vell, moral good 

and bad are so diametrically opposed as to never be 

confused 0 In FloHer of tlle North, it is (l,vi th the except ion 

of Phixip) the northerners ".Tho are good, and sou-t~herners 

who are bad" Philip puts it this way at one l'oint: 

Mac, did it ever strike you that vThen you want 
.r:.eal men you ought to come north for them? .,6V L 

they'll die before they go back on their "Hord 20 

Jeanne and Pierre, the remaining two major characters of the 

novel, are northern-born, and, hence, are consistently 

noble people.. It is Jeanne \vho inspires Philip tmvard a 

higher ideal in life., 

Early in the novel, Philip sets up the dichotomy 

of southern, civilized man versus northern, free man thus: 

III kne1v them (the northerners) to possess and honor ~illi.~h 

"ras not 10101.,11. dmvn there [South]' • ~ 0" 27" Very obviously, 

then, Philip discerns moral superiority in the men who are 

formed by intimate and uncluttered communion with the 

Canadian Northe Civilization ~- ".,hich necessarily possesses 

old vlOrld qualities even in North America =- does not allmv 

the freedom which is ultimately required for the complete 

spiritual development of the human being.. Only the North, 

in true Lm.vren Harris fashion, allmvs for moral development e 

It is the heroine, Jeanne, hOHever, '''ho finally 

crystallizes the superiority of the North over the south. 

Jeanne is, indeed, the "flmverll of the North. To begin ,,,i th, 

she is born tn the North, at iiFort 0 i God ii , I"here only her 
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cultured father and, more importantly, constant intercourse 

"lith nature form her personalityo Freed of all the 

hypocrisy and prete1(lsions of "civiliza"tionll, Jeanne is the 

epitome of natural beauty and noble truth: 

Such eyes as those belonged only to the wilderness, 
brimming with the flmvless beauty of an undefiled 
nature e 2~) 

Philip, insanely in love with Jeanne, is the speaker of 

the foregoing quotationc No matter; Jeafhie is explicitly 

related to, indeed formed by, the Canadian Northland. She 

is a perfect romantic portrait of a pure heroine -- IIpure ll 

in that she is "lholly the product of the "wilds II alone .. 

The land essentially c~eates JeaDne~ She is a polished and 

idealistic personification of all that Curt/lOod sees as 

beautiful and true in the Canadian North& Philip even 

descries the strong beauty of the Canadian land in Jeanne's 

hair; "it (the forest) revealed its beauty and strength in 

the unconfined ,.real th of her gold-brOivn hair" 29. CurHooeJ. 

I-Tas apparently fascinated ,v-ith an abundance of hair 30 • To 

describe Jeanne's hair in terms of the land itself, then, 

is to suggest the importance of the wilderness to Jeanne's 

personalitYe 

Like Lmvren Harris, again, CUI'VlOod recognizes the 

freedom iv-hich is necessary for a "creative individual 11 to 
I 

develop himself fully. For Philip, Jeanne bodies forth the 

freedom of the Canadian Northland as \,rell: "He amT the life 

and freedom of the forests in her every movement!! 31. From 
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the freedom which she possesses because she had never been 

encumbered by civilized "trappings ll , Jeanne develops a 

moral integrity ,{hich is beyond question. As Philip himself 

says,- "Jeanne's (eyes) could not lie" 32 ; she is perfectly 

true beyond reproacho In true romantic fashion~ then, 

Cur\vood has created a symbol of the beauty and truth of the 

Canadian North in his rendering of Jeanne& 

On a strictly popular level, therefore, Canadian 

fiction of the period under study demonstrates a highly 

idealistic and stereotyped pattern of the moral and aesthetic 

grandeur of the _ Canadian North. CUri"ood makes extensive use 

of this conception throughout his fiction6 His romantic 

portrait of Canada as a land of forest and IIgood guysll "Tas 

enjoyed by many Canadianso In the high~Victorian ThE? 

Imperial.ist, then, and also in the popular fiction of the 

day, the Canadian experience breeds unique q'ualities in 

fictional characters. In A Search for America (1927), more 

modern and epic in scope, Grove demonstrates similar 

characteristics in the Canadian land which Phil Branden (his 

fictional narrator-protagonist) discovers in his "c1'088-

sectioning" 33 of North American life" 

A...~ch tor America is a vast tapestry analytical 

of "America 1\ 31;- as seen from an imm:lgrant I s eyes in the 

early t;;'Tsntieth cent'.lry. Cast in the convention of the epic 

journey, A Search for America is Phil Branden's account of 

his personal experiences during his 1I0dyssey" to learn the 
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Phil emigrates from Europe as an upper class young 

man who finds himself financially disinherited as a result 

of his father's economic collapse~ Forced back onto his 

0\-1n resources, "Phil ll decides to emigrate to Canada (purely 

by chance 35') in a state of financial near~bankruptcy but 

with highly cultured European tastes o A Search for America 

recounts the adven.tures, incidents and lessons of Grove I s 

fictional narrator, Phil Branden, from his arrival in 

Canada to the time '''hen he feels that he understands 

America's "real" nature. 

Given his situation as a recent European immigrant 

in America, Phil Branden quickly realizes that the starting-

point of his new life is the conflict of his old world 

traditions 'l1it11 the new world environment around hiTIlo Early 

in his narrative, for example, Phil realizes that it is 

solely "tradition [Nhich] governed ,,& 0 all" of his upper 

class, European friends 36
0 And Phil leaves no doubt in 

the reader's mind as to what is his attitude tmfard these 

past acquaintances of hiS, these "parasites" 37: "",hat had 

driven (him) out of Europe", he realizes, is I'the merciless 

adherence to pre-orc1cdned lines of caste -- the spirit of 

sham and hypocrisy .~~ the lying falseness of it all" 38. 

The attitude which Phil adopts toward his old confreres in 

Europe soon after he arrives in Canada is one of rejection 

of the "hypocrisyl' of European trarli t ion as he understood it 
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from a gentleman's point of viewo It is important to note 

Phil's reference to the "spirit of sham and hypocrisy". The 

'\ITOI'd, "spirit", is an important one in A Search for Americ8:.; 

Phil comes to recognize the flAmeriean" spirit by the end of 

his narrative. 

Follm<Ting immediately upon his delineation of 

European aristocrats as "parasites", Phil goes on to mB-ke 

explicit his choice of a different path from theirso IIHow 

easy it seemed to follow the beaten road", he muses 1 "-~Hmv 

different to go out as a pioneer" 39. Grove makes use of 

the well-\'lOrn convention of the road as structural principle 

in a. protagonist's search for meaning in life both literally 

and metaphorically in A Search for Ame]:'icao 

Even earlier in hts account than his avrareness of 

the hypocrisy of European society is Phil's depiction of 

himself as a man caught bet-~.,een two worlds; one =.~ the old 

useless in his new circuIilstances, the other ~- the nevJ 

not yet comprehended 0 II (I vms.) used to artificial 

atmospheres", he states, II Rude draughts of the fresh air 

of a new world 'vere required to m1aken me fullytl 4·0. At the 

beginning of his narrative, then, Phil Branden is caught 

between his old world past and his new world present with 

an apparent desire to slough off the old in order to 

understand the ne", 0 Just as Laviren Harris, dedicated to 

the soul of Canada's Northland, rejects, not as intrinsically 

wrong, but only as personally irrelevant, the European 

tradition of art, so too does Phil Branden. reject his tiseless 
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heritage in order to experience America. 

By approaching life in America with as unprejudi~ed 

and as honest an attitude as possible, Phil lays himself 

open to the experiences of the new world. The first lesson 

which Phil learns in the ne\I}' \-"orld is that on8 must "adQ-lLtll 

to one's circumstances; one must accept what comes his wayo 

As a 'I}'ai ter in Toronto (a far cry from the "millionaire IS 

son", man about town, Phil Branden in Europe), Phil learns 

that he can muster the IInecessary adaptabilityll t\-l to 

survive in America" And survive h~ must; throughout all of 

his narrative, survival is a struggle of endurance o 

Although Phil refers to this quality of I'adaptability" in 

apparent physical terms, it is suggested by his account that 

the virtue of "adaptabili ty" has metaphysical sj.gnificance 

as \<rell.. If one adapts oneself to one's ne\o1 circumstances? 

surely, then, one meets that nevI environment in its OViD terms & 

To ltadaptll, in other words? is to define oneself in the 

image of onets environmente It is environment -- both 

urban and, more potently? rural 

Branden in A Search for Americao 

which remoulds Phil 

As part of his movement dovrn tovTard the lIunder'vorld II, 

Phil slowly rejects his European heritage. An incident 

must be outlined here in order to explain the signifj.cance 

of Phil's ultimate rejection of his European heritage~ When 

he had originally landed in America, Phil had dismissed it 

as licrudell 42" From that point, hml8'.TOr, he later learned 
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to admire and respect a man like Abraham Lincoln lt3 for his 

equalitarian ideals. And then, a turning point occurred in 

Phil's life: he read an article by Matthew Arnold which 

condemned Lincoln as "crude II " 

I remember ho;·, I got up, searched for Arnold's 
"Essays in Criticism", and threw them into the 
fire-place in my hotel room after touching a match 
to ito By this word, by this judgement, Arnold 
had broken the staff, not over Lincoln, but over 
himself; and not only over himself, but overt~hat 
whole culture-medium from which he came ••• ~~ 

At this point, Phil has finally rid his mind of the 

irrelevant trivia of his European heritage, leaving himself 

empty ~ Like a '.'tabula rasa", Phil sets out to experience 

lithe real America II lt5 in his m'In soul, not with Europe's 

mind o "This day changed my aims ll , he goes on to say, 

"though not with any immedtate effect; it cut me loose from 
tl-6 Europe" e Arnold's condemnation of Lincoln, then, firmly 

established in Phil a perspective from which could see the 

hypocritical, aristocratic nature of his European roots. 

Having admired Lincoln as a_good man, and having read a 

complete dismissal of that man merely because he is not 

European, Phil learns to take the place of an "inferior" (in· 

European terms). It is as a ,,,illing "inferior" that he 

takes to the tramp. Grove's succeeding narrative, then, 

recounts the process of Phil's lIAmericanization ll • 

As a result of being "cut loose" from his European 

roots, however, Phil finds himself, necessarily, alone and 

,,,i thant any stay against h:ls environment" In effect 5 he 
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finds himself stripped of the "clothes tl 1-lhich ,.,ould have 

protected him from the unknov!l1 land f} He .is left alone to 

turn in upon himself, to find the necessary self-reliance in 

order that he may survive. I~ere I stood entirely on my 

m'Jn two feet II, he realizes, II Con} my Ql.vn achievement; I must 

be· I" 47. \vhether or not he completes his quest to fully 

understand America, Phil can attempt it only by his own 

personal and, therefore, honest response to his ne-\V' envir~ 

onment" Phi"l Branden represents an archetypal Canadian 

protagonist ~ the man \"ho is abandoned in a vast, unl{novTil 

land to ,.,ork out his OVln salvation: archetypal and Canadian 

because it is in intimate contact with nature that he finds 

the necessary resolutions to his dilemma 48 G The very 

freedom which the new world creates in an individual, then, 

demands a spiritual strength in the individual which is 

necessary if he is to survive at all, let alone progressQ 

Freedom presumes responsibil.itYe 

Both "Phil Branden fl (in A Search for America) and 
- ---------------------

Frederick Grove (in It.Jl.e~ds 'Po Be Sa;ldo n", 1929) find 

freedom and a surprisingly strong sense of responsibility 

co·-existing in the lives of the poor farmers of the Canadian 

West e .It NeeCLs To Be Said .. " a is a collection of Grove t s 

essays, one of \l/hich, "Nationhood", deals i'lith the creation 

of 11 nm-, national clllture,.that of Canada. In "Nationhood ll , 

Grove spea~{s of the ''''estern poor \17ho, by IIstriving for a 

final evaluation of soil from vJhich 
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Throughout both A Search for Amerl..9.£ and It_treeds To Be 

§.aido •• , Grove insists that the "essentialsll of life are 

given stronger expression in the agricultural setting than 

in the urban. 

Phil1s voluntary poverty and his tramp west form 

an obvious contrast to his complacent and rich life in 

Europe. Throughout his novel, Grove sets up the dichotomy 

of Europe and America in order to point out the honesty of 

the latter. Phil looks upon what he discovers in America as 

the essence of human nature; whereas what he recognizes 

from"his perspective in America in Europe i& only a thin 

veneer: 

••• What we call culture, education, breeding is 
largely a matter of enVironment, something that it 
takes very long to acquire but v1hich may, after all, 
be acquired and, therefore, lost. It OV~O~lies the 
human nature \I}'hich is cornmon to us all. ::> 

phil realizes that tlbreedingl1 is an inessential and 

superficial overlay on the essential and vital reality of 

tU'liversal hU.man nature, and he sees a II culture-medium ll 5'1 

in Europe which lives by the superficial alon8 0 Phil, 

therefore, sets out to modify, even completely alter, his 

life=vievT in the terms vlhich he finds in America: 

I saH the futility of much of (Europe I s) pretensions & 

I saw that \1ha t I had called my "v:im,,; of life II , 

which had been a composite of the experiences and 
conclusions arrived at by a multitude of great 
minds in the past, was utterly unoriginal and 
untenable ODe So ~o~ I threw them [~bese traditional 
ideas) out of my mental equipment., .J~ 
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Phil rejects his European heritage for two reasons: its 

essential hypocr1sy and its inabil1ty to allow an indiv1dual 

to ,,,ork out his 0\'111. peculiar "view of life" e It is 

important that Phil should reject Europe because he could 

not find h1s own "original" salvation; his whole American 

experience, as he describes it in A Search for America, is 

the search for just this original view of life v!hich is 

peculiar to himself.. In coming to America and discarding 

his "untenable" since lIunoriginal" thoughts on l:Lfe, Phil 

lays himself open to a multitude of exper:Lences 53. And 

these exper1ences do alter Phil's outlook on life :Ln its 

very essence; they force upon him a n6\." a more honest, and 

a more vital IIv ievF of life II in order to experience life in 

1ts simplest form~ By r1dding himself of h1s civilized 

"accidentals 11, of course, Phil give[~ himself the freedom to 

part1cipate in the "reciprocal" relationship betvTeen man and 

nature as Logan an~ HarriS, for 1nstance, describe it in 

their cr1tical vTOr',(s 0 Phil ,~. then, has given up h1s old self 

:Ln order to find the ne,.,. 

By the end of his narrative, Phil comes to an 

understanding of America. He d(,:):1:~ine s "the fundamental 

difference betvreen this country and Europe II this "laY: 

The whole civilization of Europe is based on the 
theory of the original sine Rig~is done only when 
might enforces ito Even the life of the individual 
is regulated~ But here there is a profound 
suspici~nl that" ir: his heart ;U.e human animal I·mnts 
to do rlgat ann 18 good 000 
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If man is basically "good", it follovTs that he deserves to 

be free in order to express his essential nature o Just as 

Hugh and Advena find freedom when they look to the Canadian 

West, so too does Phil Branden discover this same freedom of 

soul when he goes weste If man is to be free, he can rely 

only on hIs ovm strength to obtain his salvation; he may not 

contract another's ideas in order to conceal his Ov1n 

YTeakness., Such is Phil' s situation in fA Sear.gJLf9~ America: 

he is alone in contact only ,,,,i th the land for many .. of the 

decisive events of his narrative. In opening himself to 

the land, Phil (paradoxically) finds himself as v,ell o 

At the end of his account, Phil finally realizes 

that his life-view has changed in essence: 

My vie,,! of life, if nOVl at the end, I may use this 
word once more, had been, in Europe,~bistorical, 
it had become, in America, ethicalo )) 

Phil's outlook on life has become more lIethicaltl, more 

human-oriented rather than culture~oriented. Phil has 

become a more "essentj_alll man. The very essence of Phil's 

personality, then, has been re-defined in America. He has 

moved from an Old 'restament-1P-ce dist:C'ust of human nature 

(as tlparasitical", for instance) which he had in Europe to 

a New Testament trust in the essential goodness of the 

individual man Q • Phil has progressed from "preconce:l.ved ll 1m" 

to spontaneous love~ It remains to examine the qualities 

of life in America which Phil discovers in his new, and more 

honest, vision of life. 
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It is the land itself which helps Phil Branden to 

respond to life vlith an "ethical" honesty of his OvTn original 

fashioning 0 It has been said that Phil ultimately leaves 

urban American life in order to be alone in the countrye In 

constant communication with the land, he has r;:oments of 

insight; to paraphrase Wordsi,Torth, he has moments when "(he) 

see [s) into the life of things" (Tintern Abbe_x) '""bich come 

to him only when he is in harmony 1>1i th nature: 

To catch the real significance of any aspect of 
Nature one thing above all is needed ~= the 
reciprocal mood in ourselves 09' (and thenJ 
one of the really great things of our Earth 
speak to us "". and then it stand,s revealed 
we have stood face ·to face with the Divine e 

will 
• • a 

56 

For Grove, just as for John Daniel Logan, there is an 

intQK~commul1ication betw'een man and nature, a "reciprocal" 

feelingG The belief that nature speaks to man!s spirit, of 

course, is a romantic ideas It is his spiritual experience 

of the land v1hich Phil presents to the reader in A Searctl 

Phil realizes that it is a vague spiritual force 

of nature in America which is re-fashioning him in its own 

image, and that an image of more integrity than that which 

he inherited from Europe: 

I could not make out at the time 1"here I 'Has 
heading; but I kn81,v even then that, unknmn1 in 
their nature to myself, processes '\:Jere at vfOrk 
'\'lhich 'I.vere to remould me, 'I.l)'hic11 'vere to make me 
into something ne1:J, something diffe1"ent

t
o';t:l'om '.-That 

I had been, something less artificial. )7 

Phil uses words, vague though they may be, which have 
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recurred many times in this thesis in order to define the 

influence of Canada on a European imagination: II something 

ne,\-, 0&0 different H~ [and) less ar·tificiai ll
e 

At first, it appears ironic that Grove should refer 

to Phil's tramps as lithe Depthslle It is while he is on the 

move, hmvever, that Phil descends to his 10l1est level; yet, 

paradoxically, it is while he is on the tramp, as well, that 

he begins to find the II r esolutions ll to his quest., Of his 

first weeks alone in the country, for example, Phil says, 

"Nothing remains in my memory but the impression of an inner 

and unconscious development of myself ll 5'8$ Here, then, is 

the essential man-,,,ilderness interplay touched upon. In 

Phil's experience, nature refines the human response to a 

higher level of integrity, whether or not the individual will 

allmv it (llunconsc:ious development")., Nature creates, in 

the sensitive imagination, a moral strength which can not 

be obtained from tbe study of culture alone., 

Not only does nature develop the human appreciation 

of the lIessential tl issues of life, morality and aesthetics, 

but also it gives the human imagination scope in which to 

explore itself fullYe As Phil puts it close to the beginning 

of the description of his trip ivest, limy body had become 

adjusted to the conditions of the tramp and left my mind 

free to commune ,vi th itself .. ~ 0 II 5'9 The journey into the 

soli tude of the- land is, in typical Canadian fashion, a 

journey into the Ild,e pt.lb<ttt of Phil's Ov.7n soul ; it :is a 
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confrontation ,,,ith self which the "accidentals!l of 

civilization do not al101". 

The effect of nature on Phil Branden is a central 

motif ·of A Search for America only because nature itself is 

ultimately the "ideal" ",hich Phil describes as America: 

IIAmerica is an ideal and as such has to be striven forti 60. 

Phil has been, of course, in search of America throughout 

his narrat:tve; he finally finds lithe real America II 61 only 

in his experience of its wildernesso He describes the 

experience this way: 

Every mo.rnin~ (1"hile on the tramp) I avlOke as to 
a feast • <>" La) love • @. Hy love (for the country) 
was the love for the bride, full of desires, 
seeking all things, ~ccepting them, craving 
fulfilment of higher destinies ••• Every fibre of 
my being yearned. And though wha~21ured me was 
nature, yet it was also America. -

Through nature, then, -- through the intense examination of 

self vlhich only an extended and isolated comrImnion 1,vi th 

nature allows -- Branden realizes his dream to understand 

the nmV' "lOrld. Be undergoes_ the journey to self~lcnovlledge 

l.vhich takes place in Canadian literature mainly in intimate 

contact with the vast Canadian land. This journey, of 

course, is a major motif of the literature considered in 

this thesis. 

One prominent feature of the land is its immensity: 

mile upon mile of ever~chang:1.ng, ever-reneiJring, open land 0 

liThe vastness of it all til, Phil exclaims, "It 1-TaS 

disquieting!" 63 <> Seen from a train "Jindm,r, as Phil sees 
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it, Canada is, indeed, povlerfully huge G And the magnl tude 

of the Canadian land commands respect a~d"an honest response 

from any sensitive man: "Thanks ll , Phil said for a cup of 

tea, linearly in a whisper, for (heJ \'las hushed by the wide 

silence of the landscG.pe II 64. Like vlords"Horth in "Tintern 

Abbeyll, 11 [Phil isJ laid asleep/ In body, and become [sj a 

living soul II. In Canada, hm\Tever, the vision "Hhich results 

is not of a picturesque and dainty beauty, but rather of 

the terrible and masculine strength of a land stern in its 

features., 

Nor is Phil Branden insensitive to the essential 

virility of the North American lando It is the simple, 

"near=·a t~hand II strength of nature, for example, ",hich force s 

tears from Phil's eyes at one point 65 0 IIFor the first 

time in my life", he .says, lithe commonplace in nature -~ 

the IINear-at=hand ll ~- took hold of me and gripped my soul; 

so that I nearly burst into tears" 66 0 
67 Elsewhere , Grove 

defines naturels "commonplac_es" as " ••• the true, the 

fundamental problems of life those problems which someone, 

perhaps half~ironically, has called the "great commonplaces ll 

II 
e e 0 e Fo)r Grove, then, the IIconunonplace" is the "essential". 

It is in life with Ivan on his tramp north that 

Phil experiences the virility of man and naturso Phil 

describes Ivan as lithe man '4ho stands squarely upon the 

soil and who, from the soil oeo reaches out with tentative 

mind into the great mysteries 6.0" 68 0 There is much praise 
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of the honest labour "'Thich is done on the land in this 

section ("The Level") of AJ2e9J'ch for_AiRe·rica. Grove 

definitely approves of rural life as opposed to urban life. 

And it is in a description of Ivan that Grove realizes the 

morality of the strength gained from the land: 

Ivan glowed and smiled; to me it seemed that in 
his smile there 1>]ere the infinite sYTllpathy and 
tenderness v.Jhich are the attributes of the strong 
in contact l,-Tith those '''ho are Heak but l,{hom they 
love" 69 

As the material in chapters one and tvro of this 

thesis demonstrates, it is the very strength of the Canadian 

land "1hich engenders the noble morality in those 1,1ho love 

the land. It is the peculiar virility of the Canadian land 

which defines the very moral personality of Canadians e The 

land, then, creates a strong conception of morality in its 

ovln masculine image. In the above passage from A Search for, 

America, Grove endows the strong moral quality of the true 

North American with a genuine sympathy for those who are 

too l,'Jeak to meet the land in its ov.[n rugged terms. 

Throughout ~rch for )uneriilil, Phll insists that 

the "essentials" of life are found in the agrarian life, 

whereas the llaccidentals" of life are found in urban 

existence: he defines the "desire for a simplification of 

issues!! (compare Grovels definition of nature's "common-

places" as the "fundamentals ll of life) as lithe movement 

avray from the acc:i.dentals of life tOvJards the e s sent ials II 70. 

As Grove states of the \Vestern poor in It :r.L~s to be Said c .. ~ 
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they possess "a pre-occupation \vith the essentials and 

fundamentals of Ij.fe rather than with the inessentials and 

accidentals ••• " 71. Very obviously, then, for both Grove 

and Branden, nature is the vital source of the important 

features of life. Civilization, on the other hand, II eo 8 j.8 

indeed a movement from the essentials to the accidentals" 72. 

Moreover, Phil does not relinquish this position even at 

the end of A Search for America; he maintains his faith in 

the rural life over the urban. And, more importantly, 

Phil abandons the American v.rest to live in the 9~1 "rest 

because he believed that only Canadians lived the ideal as 

he discovered it in "America" 73 8 

Grove wrote "A Postscript to A Search for America" 

in the Queen~ s Quarte::.:!-.x. in ",hich he condemns the industrial 

way of life because of its waste. Very definitely for 

Grove, then,"rri71Orcler to catch the real trend of American 

thought you have to get your ear dm,rn to the soil to listen. 

Then you will hear the sanity, the good sense, the good 

will which are truly American ••• " 71.1- e Grove, then, define s 

the "real ll America in terms of the land, not the city. In 

his recognition of the essential and central role of the 

land in shaping the Canadian imagination, Grove is, of course, 

in the mainstream of Canadian literature: critics from 

Pelham Edgar and John Daniel Logan to Northrop Frye and 

Douglas Jones agree with Grove on this point; painters like 

Horatio ;1.Jalker, Tom Thomson and LalH'en Harris are in accord 
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with Grove; poets from Charles G. D. Roberts and D. C. Scott 

to Hargaret Atwood, and novelists like Sinclair Ross and 

Sara Jeannette Duncan all assert the primary formative 

influence cif the land on the imagination. This central 

phenomenon is not only ~ characteristic of Canadian culture, 

but one of it s very theme s • Hany \I}'ri tel's in Canada today, 

such as Margaret Atwood, W. D. Mitchell and Ernest Buckler, 

to mention only a few, portray the dynamic role of the land 

in shaping the imagination as an actual theme of their 

works. 

It might be noted at this point that, throughout his 

,,,anderings in America, Phil discerns at least tv.fO virtues 

which are peculiar to North America: IIhelpfulness" and 

"tolerationtr. He comes to recognize these features in 

American life only as a result of his personal descent and 

ascent pattern of movement in America and finds them, 

ultimately, only in Canada. It is vlorth quoting at length 

in order to demonstrate the focus of Phil's new Ifethical" 

view of life: 

By slm·, degrees I have come to accept b·ro 
character-traits as distinctively American, 
marking the collective character of the N81v 
World off from the collective character of Europe 
or any other civilization-unit. One of them is 
a lacl<: of selfishness which rests really on the 
consciousness of size; it is a willingness to 
sacrifice, to help along, to let live ,. to give 
out of a superabundance available ••• The other 
is a tendency of non-interference, an inclination 
to take things and men as they,. are ••• in other 

75 l>Tol'ds, the po\.-7e1' to assin,ilate no matter '''hat 0 
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As a result of his "Americanization", then, ·Phil Branden. 

learns to re ~,define his life in terms of the land (the land, 

it \vill be remembered, is associated ,,,ith IIAmerica ll and 

the "essentials of life), a remoulding which he describes 

as "ethical" in its nature. 

In the last two parts of A Search for America, Grove 

makes extensive use of the imagery of Urebirth ll and 

"resurrectionll • The reader begins to see Phil's journey to 

the "depths ll of both himself and America as· a movement from 

death (which, one would assume is represented by the 

spiritually-stifling European atmosphere) to new life in 

IIAmerica ll
e In describing his first m:)rning lion the trampll, 

for instance, Phil says, "jhvakening is like a 1'e 3urrect ion" 76 

Phil's experience of the land., which he ga:i.ns on this Iltramp" 

is like a rebirth of the essentially human within himself. 

To stress the importance of the spiritual rebirth which 

occurs within Phil on his trek west, Grove describes Phil's 

physical movement from the e.ast to the '-lest side of the 

divide :i.n imagery of death and rebirth: liTo pass to the 

west slope seemed like experiencing· a resurrection of 

summer after fall had cornell 770 The first three chapters of 

the part entitled liThe Depths" are replete vlith references 

to Phil's revelations as he learns more of the land, human 

nature, and his m,rn self 0 Grove goes to great lengths to 

convince his reader that it is the influence of the land on 

his moral imagination which reshapes Phil Branden an 

o 
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"American". In the central symbol of the novel, the road, 

Grove giv.es Phil a means to experience the spirit of the 

land; the use of the convention of a man "going dmIn a 

road" to find himself and his nation, of course, also gives 

a dramatic focus to Grove's narrative o The explicit 

associations vThich Grove draws bet1,l]een land and life's 

lie ssentials II, and bet\veen land and "America" leave no doubt 

in the reader's mind that it is the land itself which not 

only demonstrates the depths of Phil's personality to 

himself, but also offers "the vJaY" tm·rard the resolutions 

'which Phil ultimately discovers 0 Hany men have IIdiscoverec1 11 

America, Phil Branden only a fictional member of their 

number, and each one experiences something new from his 

extended contact with the North American land. 

It is evident from the study of the novels in the 

present chapter that early twentieth-century Canadian fiction 

is intensely conscious of the fact that the Canadian land 

creates an imaginative experience in an individual& Hugh 

Finlay, Philip of Flm·rer of' the Nortl}., and Phil Branden all 

consciously reject their outmoded social inheritance in 

order to define themselves honestly in their ne,.;, Canadian 

environment. All of these fictional characters strongly 

emphasize their repudiations of their old world heritagee 

Furthermore, the narrative lines of each of the three novels 

examined turn on the search for a new -- a Canadian -

identity: Hugh Finlay finds himself only in a rejection of 
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Elgi~ social conventions and an acceptance of his love for 

Advena; Philip, in Flov.ler of the North., finds a happy ending 

in the love of a northern goddess, Jeanne; and Phil Branden 

comes to rest only after he has been stripped of his old 

world pretensions and has given himself to the Canadian 

land e The three novelists here considered, then, sense a 

distinction in the Canadian land 1,,.,hich re~creates an 

individual in its own imageD Like Logan and Harris, the 

novelists find a spiritual "personality" in the Canadian land 

which has more integrity than the transplanted -- and 

hence alien -- European spirit. Though different in mode, 

1h§... IluperJalist, ,EI,Q1.(e;r of tl1&.Ji2.rth" and A Searc.h for 

~c§:. all depict the influence of the Canadian experience 

on their respective fictional characterso The novel, as 

well as aesthetic criticism in Canada, then, demonstrates 

an avmreness of the distinction of the Canadian land and 

its influence on the human imagination. 



Conclusion 



Throughout the history of creative. Canadian writing 

much attention has been directed tmvard the problem of 

defining whatever is distinctly Canadian. Writers in 

Canada between 1880 and 1920 were no exception to the 

general Canadian . preoccupation with understanding Canadian 

culture; as a matter of fact, the consciousness of Canada's 

personality and future was only stimulated by Confederationo 

In this period of much literary activity in Canada -- from 

1880 to 1920 -- there emerges a cl~arly-defined conception 

among Canadian men of letters as to "\.,hat constitutes 

Canadian morality and arto In the period under study, 

Canadian writers realize much that· is uniquely Canadian e 

The distinctive note of the Canadian spirit, as 

writers at the turn of the century discern it, originates 

in the influence of the rugged, masculine wilderness on the 

human imagination.. By the late nineteenth century~ 

Canadians had begun to physically assimilate the vast 

Canadian land into the fabrj.c of their society 0 But the 

land demanded an imaginative response as well: not until 

Canadian artists had expressed their experience of their 

unique land could Canada claim to have a culture wholly j.ts 

0"\..,11. 0 By 1920, Canadian "reiters h£si re sponded hone stly 

87 , 



and,., spontaneously to the influence of the land, thereby 

creating.a distinctly Canadian literature. 
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It is the strength and virility of the vast, silent 

Canadian wilderness which most impressed itself upon 

Canadian artists" The land presented a rough, masculine, 

not dainty feminine, face to the Canadian artist" The 

actual strength of the land is not significant in itself" 

In its creation of a strong sense of virtue in the Canadian 

people, hmvever, it takes 011 great importance: as a result 

of their experience of a strong 'V.J1lderness, Canadians came 

to conceive of virtue in terms of strength -- moral strengtho 

As W·., Ae Fraser puts it, IIStrength begets Truth, and Truth 

makes Strength God~likell l~ A high conception of virtue 

results in Canada from the influence of the land on the 

Canadian imagination e The passages by Charles Mail' which 

are quoted in chapter one are the most cowTinced expression 

of a high Canadian morality, a virtue v.]'hich is superior to 

that of the Ue 8 0 Ao to the south, Mail' assertse 

It is not merely a handful of late nineteenth 

century magazine=contributors, hmvever, who discern, a 

morally-ennobling process at worl( in the influence of the 

land on men. Canadian noveLtsts of the same period allo1fT 

their protagonists to move tOTtlard moral integrity only after 

they experience the impact of the Canadian lando The 

protagonists of all three of the novels considered in 

chapter thl~ee are confronted ,,-,ith t!-18 unli:nO"lTI Canadian land; 
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as ".9. result of their experiences, of course, they grm'T to 

moral maturityo Hugh Finlay in The ImQeri~lis~ comes to 

terms with himself only after he admits his love for Advena 

and his acceptance of the new world milieuo Philip in 

Flo~of the North gains an exalted vievl of life in 

Canada's northland 0 Phil Branden in A Search for An;t_erica 

discovers the essence of America ~-ultimately in Canada, it 

might be remembered ~= after the trek "'W8s t ll during ",rhich 

he vIaS forced to re~define himself in terms of American 

"ethics II" The dynam:tc force '''hich brings about the movement 

toward moral integrity in the characters concerned is·· the 

rugged Canadian land itself. Duncan, CUX'i",ood and Grove, 

then, demonstrate the 'vorking out of the myth of Canadian 

virtue in their protagonists' liveso 

The exalting effect of the land on the Canadian 

imagination of the period under study was not restricted to 

morality, how'ever. As LavJren Harris's life and art both 

demonstrate, the influence of the Canadian land on Canadian 

art is a strengthening one as 1:,e11. Like Tom Thomson's 

art, HarriS's canvasses portray a stark, rugged land in the 

Canadian North; the mood of austerity and, yet, grandeur 

".rhich their canvasses convey demands a strong response e 

Harris speaks of the strength of the Canadian land as a 

fr~ej_n.z influence upon himse.1 f '''hich allows him a personal 

artistic integrity which he ,,,ould not have discovered "amid 

the insistencies and sU!Jerficiali ties of Europe II 20 
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It is John Daniel Logan's literary criticism, 

hO'w'ever, '"hich best demonstrates the distinctive effect of 

tbe Canadian land on arte In his essay on Lampman's poem, 

Sa.m2hLcs, Logan realizes the "reciprocal syrnpathytl 3 behleen 

artist and virile Canadian land. He defines the influence 

of the land on Canadian writers as the distinctive note of 

their literature 4~ The note of courage, which their 

constant struggle with the land for survival creates, carries 

over into Canadian art as \>Tell ~ HigJ'tV1iYs of Canadian. 

Li terature rings 'vi th the conviction of the integrity 1>lhich 

exists in Canadian Literatureo 

From the overvie'\'l of the II cuI tural climate II which 

chapter one presents to the dramatic '\vorking out of the 

search for virtue in the context of the Canadian experience, 

there exists a consistent expression among late nineteenth 

century men of letters of the morally-ennobling, and 

aesthetically-strengthening, influence of the lIviri1e ll 

Canadian land·on the imaginationo The \"ritings of the period 

under study in this thesis -- 1880 to 1920 == demonstrate 

a widespread avTaren8SS of the distinction of Canadian life 

and letters; the material examined 8hovls an intell:Lgent 

appreciatj.on of the influence of the wilderness on Canadian 

culture which modern critics and historians would do well 

not to ignore. It is the strong, rugged Canadian land 

1'1hich ultimately "creates ll the distinctive qualities of the 

Canarlian "spirit'i, As Ao J. No Smitb puts it, "This is the 

beauty of strength 11 5' 
b 
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